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Introduction

I

n 2012, Dodge partnered with
Autodesk on the publication of
the first Business Value of BIM
for Infrastructure SmartMarket
Report. The most striking conclusions
of that study were twofold: BIM in
infrastructure appeared to lag about
three years behind the building sector,
but there were many positive signs that
the use of BIM in this sector was poised
to become more widespread.
The findings of this 2017 update
on the business value of BIM for
infrastructure clearly demonstrate the
fulfillment of that promise. While the
exact parameters of the study have
changed, the evolution in the use of
BIM is nonetheless quite clear. The first
study was confined solely to the US
construction market, and it covered a
broad span of infrastructure projects.
The current study is focused entirely
on transportation infrastructure, the
largest segment from the previous
study, and it also expands in scope to
include the UK, France and Germany.
Perhaps the most telling
finding is the dramatic growth of
BIM implementation reported by
respondents from all four countries.
■■BIM users at a high level of
implementation (on at least half of
their projects) grew from 20% in 2015
to 52% in 2017.
■■By 2019, 61% forecast that they will be
at that high level of implementation.
■■Between 2017 and 2019, the growth in
BIM implementation is most dramatic
among those deploying BIM on nearly
all (75% or more) of their projects,
with the percentage almost doubling
from 17% to 32%.
These levels of growth are relatively
consistent in all four countries despite
other differences between these
markets. BIM users in the US have
a longer history with using BIM for
transportation infrastructure, but
the European countries are rapidly
achieving maturity, with the BIM

mandate in the UK and the upcoming
German mandate likely driving
adoption in the entire region.
However, the study demonstrates
that there are other compelling
reasons for the embrace of BIM in the
transportation sector:
■■Most BIM users (87%) report that they
see positive value from their use of
BIM. Another positive sign is that most
believe that they are just starting to
see the full potential of BIM, a driver
for wider future implementation.
■■Nearly two thirds believe that they
are seeing a positive ROI from their
use of BIM, with about half of those
reporting an ROI of 25% or more.
Among the remaining third, well over
half simply do not know what the
ROI on their BIM investments is, a
relatively small percentage say that
they are breaking even, and less than
5% report a negative ROI.
These findings are driven by the
benefits that BIM users in the
transportation sector experience.
■■Most of them find that using
BIM improves their processes
and project outcomes most by
reducing errors and providing
greater cost predictability.
■■Over half also report that BIM
helps them to achieve two types of
business benefits:
• They can do business better
through improving younger staff’s
understanding of how projects
go together and establishing a
consistent and repeatable project
delivery process.
• They can find more work through
increased ability to offer services and
by being able to maintain business
with previous clients.
We thank our partner Autodesk for
their ongoing support of this critical
research, and hope it inspires current
users to expand their programs while
encouraging others to get involved.
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Résumé opérationnel

Le degré de mise en œuvre du BIM pour les projets d'infrastructure
de transport a connu un essor considérable au cours des deux
dernières années, et la croissance devrait se poursuivre.
En plus de leur attitude positive face à l'augmentation du pourcentage de projets qui utilisent le BIM, les propriétaires, les ingénieurs
et les sous-traitants en France, en Allemagne, au Royaume-Uni et aux États-Unis déclarent également tirer profit de toute une variété
d'avantages de son utilisation, ce qui se reflète dans le retour sur investissement positif qu’ils attribuent au BIM pour ce secteur.

Mise en œuvre du BIM pour les
infrastructures de transport

L'utilisation du BIM sur 50 % ou plus des projets
d'infrastructure de transport (selon les ingénieurs et
les entrepreneurs par pays)

Lorsque les ingénieurs et les entrepreneurs en France, en
Allemagne, au Royaume-Uni et aux États-Unis ont été interrogés
sur leur implication dans le BIM pour des projets d'infrastructure
de transport, plus des trois quarts des répondants qui l'utilisent,
soit 76%, ont déclaré qu'ils sont en train de créer leurs propres
modèles, quant aux 24% restants, ils utilisent des modèles créés
par d'autres. Dans cette étude, ces deux catégories sont toutes
deux considérées comme des utilisateurs du BIM.
Dodge Data & Analytics mesure la croissance de la mise
en œuvre du BIM (le pourcentage des projets pour lesquels un
utilisateur le déploie) comme un indicateur clé de la dynamique
de l'utilisation du BIM. Le graphique à droite montre combien
d’ingénieurs et d’entrepreneurs qui travaillent actuellement avec
le BIM déclarent avoir utilisé (2015), utilisent (2017), et prévoient
d’utiliser (2019) le BIM sur 50 % ou plus de leurs infrastructures
de transport.

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

2015

2017

2019
69%

68%

62%

57%

55%

62%

55%
48%

27%

Le pourcentage d’utilisateurs intensifs du BIM (le déployant sur
la moitié ou plus de leurs projets d'infrastructure de transport) a
augmenté fortement entre 2015 et 2017.
■■ Bien que la croissance des grands utilisateurs devrait ralentir
quelque peu au cours des deux prochaines années, au sein de ce
groupe, la proportion des très grands utilisateurs (le déployant
sur 75 % ou plus de leurs projets) augmentera de 100 % à 200 %
dans les quatre pays étudiés.

21%

21%

20%

Royaume-Uni

France

Allemagne

■■

États-Unis

1_05_BIM Inf_Use_Implementation_#02

Cette tendance reflète une évolution de la maturité du BIM que le
groupe Dodge Data & Analytics a observée dans d'autres
secteurs. C’est un indicateur positif qui montre que l'utilisation du
BIM continuera de progresser pour l'infrastructure de transport.

Avantages de l'utilisation du BIM
Alors que la demande des propriétaires et que les
réglementations au Royaume-Uni et en Allemagne ont été
des raisons majeures pour favoriser l’utilisation du BIM pour
l'infrastructure de transport, les bénéfices se font sentir au sein
même de l’entreprise : les améliorations apportées aux
processus du projet et les résultats que le BIM génère sont
également des facteurs clés pour son adoption et sa mise en
œuvre. La plupart des utilisateurs du BIM (87 %) font état d’une
valeur positive de leur usage, et 73 % disent qu'ils n'ont pas
encore bénéficié de
ne serait-ce que la moitié de la valeur potentielle qu'ils pensent
SmartMarket Report
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Résumé opérationnel

SUITE

que le BIM peut offrir. Cette constatation renforce les prévisions
de croissance dans la mise en œuvre du BIM tandis que les
utilisateurs gagnent en expérience, et les outils et processus
progressent pour répondre plus efficacement aux besoins
spécifiques du secteur de l'infrastructure de transport.

Principaux avantages commerciaux du BIM lié à
des projets d'infrastructure de transport
(classé élevé/très élevé par tous les utilisateurs BIM)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Amélioration de la capacité de montrer
au personnel le plus jeune comment les
projets s’assemblent

DES AVANTAGES ESSENTIELS POUR L’ENTREPRISE
L'ensemble des neuf avantages pour l’entreprise inclus dans
l’étude ont été observés au moins à un niveau moyen par environ
les trois quarts des répondants ou plus, mais cinq en particulier
ont été observés à un niveau élevé ou très élevé par 50 % ou plus.
Ces avantages sont indiqués dans le graphique de droite, et ils
sont de deux types :
■■Ceux qui aident les entreprises à améliorer leur activité,
notamment l'amélioration de la capacité à montrer au
personnel le plus jeune comment les projets s’assemblent, la
mise en place d’un processus de livraison de projet cohérent
et reproductible et qui permet de passer moins de temps à la
documentation et plus de temps à la conception.
■■Ceux qui aident les entreprises à trouver plus de projets,
notamment la capacité à proposer des services et à maintenir
des activités avec d'anciens clients.

58%
Offre de services
56%
Établir un processus de
livraison de projet cohérent et
reproductible
54%
Maintenir la relation commerciale
avec les anciens clients
52%
Moins de temps passé à la documentation,
plus de temps passé à la conception

LE MEILLEUR MOYEN D’AMÉLIORER LES PROCESSUS ET
LES RÉSULTATS DU PROJET
Les répondants ont également été invités à sélectionner les trois
principaux avantages qu’ils tirent de l'utilisation du BIM dans une
liste de 13 propositions. Leurs réponses moyennes, organisées en
cinq catégories, sont indiquées dans le graphique à droite.
■■La réduction des erreurs se classe au rang le plus élevé parmi
tous les répondants. Ceci comprend les avantages comme :
• La réduction des conflits/problèmes de coordination sur le
terrain pendant la construction
• La réduction des erreurs et omissions
■■Un pourcentage relativement élevé prend aussi en compte
une plus grande prévisibilité des coûts et une meilleure
compréhension du projet parmi les principaux avantages du
processus et des résultats du BIM.
• Une meilleure compréhension et une communication
multipartite à partir de la représentation en 3D constituent une
contribution essentielle à une meilleure compréhension du
projet.
• Une meilleure prévisibilité des coûts induit non seulement une
réduction des coûts, mais mais également une réduction des
reprises.
■■De même, les cinq principaux avantages incluent l'amélioration
des performances du calendrier et l'optimisation de la
conception. Près de la moitié (43 %) des répondants ont utilisé le
BIM pendant trois ans ou moins sur des projets d'infrastructure
de transport.Tandis qu’ils gagnent en expérience et le mettent
en pratique sur plusieurs projets, il est tout à fait possible que
l'optimisation de la conception devienne plus importante (y
compris la sécurité et la production de projets d'infrastructures
plus performants).

Dodge Data & Analytics

50%

Les meilleures façons par lesquelles le BIM améliore
7_01_Benefits_BusinessBens_
le
processus et les résultats du projet (moyenne de 13
Total_#01
différents avantages du processus et des résultats classés
dans le Top 3 par tous les répondants et affectés à 5 catégories)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Une plus grande
Moins
d’erreurs prévisibilité des coûts
34%

Une meilleure
compréhension
du projet
21%

22%

Amélioration Conception
du calendrier optimisée

16%

8%

7_02_Bens_ProcessOutcomes_#02
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SUITE

ROI du BIM

ROI perçu du BIM pour les infrastructures de
transport (selon tous les utilisateurs du BIM)

Bien que de nombreux répondants n’aient pas formellement
mesuré le retour sur investissement que leur procure l’utilisation
du BIM, près des deux tiers (65 %) considèrent qu'ils ont un
retour sur investissement positif pour leur investissement dans
le BIM. Encore plus impressionnant, plus d'un quart (26 %)
pense que le retour sur investissement est de 25 % ou plus. Les
répondants américains sont en retrait par rapport à ceux d'autres
pays quant au ROI qu’ils rapportent, mais ils présentent aussi un
décalage considérable dans le pourcentage de ceux qui mesurent
officiellement le retour sur investissement, ce qui suggère qu'ils
pourraient sous-estimer les avantages que leur apporte le BIM.

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

ROI positif de 25 % ou plus
ROI positif de moins de 25 %
Seuil de rentabilité
ROI négatif
Pas sûr

20%

Investissements dans le BIM
Il a été demandé aux répondants quels étaient les principaux
investissements opérés actuellement par leur entreprise pour
améliorer les bénéfices du BIM, et il leur a aussi été demandé
de classer les principales priorités pour l’investissement prévu
dans les cinq prochaines années. Les conclusions révèlent que
tout le monde s'attend à ce que les investissements dans la
commercialisation de leurs capacités en BIM aient une priorité
plus élevée que maintenant, et il existe aussi des différences
intéressantes selon le pays quant aux priorités d’investissement
actuelles face à celles à venir :
■■Futurs investissements prioritaires en France : Elaboration des
processus BIM collaboratifs avec des intervenants extérieurs, le
déploiement stratégique du programme BIM et l'accréditation
BIM
■■Futurs investissements prioritaires en Allemagne : Formation
BIM, nouveau matériel et déploiement stratégique du
programme BIM
■■Futurs investissements prioritaires au Royaume-Uni :
Formation BIM, accréditation BIM, mise à niveau des logiciels et
déploiement stratégique du programme BIM
■■Futurs investissements prioritaires aux États-Unis : Formation
BIM, accréditation BIM, nouveaux matériels et développement
des processus BIM collaboratifs avec des parties externes.

4%
11%
37%

7_03_ROI_Total_#01.eps

Attitude du non-utilisateur face au BIM pour les
projets d'infrastructure de transport
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

20%

14%

Environ un quart des répondants à l'enquête n'utilisent pas le BIM
d’aucune façon, pour les infrastructures de transport. Comme
le révèle le graphique à droite, leurs attitudes à l'égard du BIM
sont toutefois très positives, ce qui suggère qu'une hausse
de l'adoption est susceptible d'accompagner l'augmentation
attendue de la mise en œuvre du BIM dans ce secteur.

Nous ne l’avons pas utilisé mais nous l’évaluons
activement
Nous ne l'avons pas utilisé, et pensons qu'il sera
utile mais nous n’avons pas commencé à l’évaluer

30%

Attitude négative
25%

11%

Dodge Data & Analytics

Attitude positive

Nous ne l'avons pas utilisé mais nous sommes
ouverts à l'exploration de sa valeur potentielle

L’attitude du non-utilisateur face au BIM

SmartMarket Report

28%

6

Nous ne l'avons pas utilisé et n’avons aucun
intérêt à l'utiliser
Nous l’avons utilisé, mais avons décidé de
ne plus l'utiliser

4_02_BIM
Inf_NU_Attitude (2)_03
www.construction.com
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Data:Introduction

T

his study joins a long line of research conducted
by Dodge Data & Analytics since 2006 that
examines the business benefits of BIM. It is also
an update of a previous study on the business
value of BIM for infrastructure that was conducted in 2011
and published in 2012. That study suggested a bright
future for BIM, but it revealed that infrastructure was
lagging behind the vertical building market in terms of BIM
adoption. Now, the current study, while different in scale
and scope than the previous one, clearly demonstrates that
those using BIM for infrastructure have been increasing
implementation and are seeing strong benefits as a result.
This study differed from the one in 2011 in two ways:
■■The 2017 study focuses solely on transportation
infrastructure, while the earlier study included many
different kinds of infrastructure.
■■The 2017 study takes an international approach, looking
at responses from engineers, contractors and owners
in France, Germany, the UK and the US, while the earlier
study was only US-based.
The topics covered in the 2017 study are the same as the
previous one: the degree to which BIM is being used for
this sector; the benefits reported by those using BIM,
including both internal business benefits and project
process and outcome benefits; the investments being
made and those expected in the near future to enhance the
value obtained from BIM; the perceived ROI of their use of
BIM and the attitudes of non-users toward BIM.
In addition to the analysis of the data, the report also
includes a summary of each of the four countries featured.
The France, Germany and UK sections all focus on the data
in the current study, but the US section also includes a
comparison with the 2011 study to track notable trends.
The report as a whole demonstrates a significant
advance in BIM for infrastructure since 2011. It reveals
powerful benefits, and it demonstrates that most of the
respondents believe that they are experiencing just a
portion of the full benefits BIM can offer for this sector.

Dodge Data & Analytics

7

Note About the Data

The findings in this report are from an online
survey of engineers/architects/planners,
contractors and building owners conducted
in France, Germany, the UK and the US from
October 2016 to February 2017.
368 design and construction professionals
responded to the survey. The following
approaches are taken consistently
throughout the analysis of the data from
the study:

Since 89% of the engineer/architect/planner
respondents are engineers, the group as a
whole is referred to as engineers.
■■Since the percentage of owner respondents
varies widely across the four countries, all
comparisons of data by country are comprised
of engineer and contractor responses only.
■■Respondents were asked to identify the size
of their companies by number of employees,
and comparisons based on size are made
throughout the analysis on the responses
from engineers and contractors.
■■Respondents were asked about the types
of transportation infrastructure projects
they have experience with, including roads,
bridges, rail/mass transit, tunnels and
aviation, and they could select multiple
options. The results of those working on
different types of transportation infrastructure
are compared throughout the report, but it
should be noted that these comparisons are
not statistically significant since the same
respondent may be in multiple groups.
■■

A more complete description of the study
and responses, including a breakdown of
the number of respondents by country and
by role, can be found in the Methodology on
page 64.

www.construction.com
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Use of BIM for Transportation Infrastructure
Use of BIM for Transportation Infrastructure
Among the Organizations Surveyed
(By Country)

In all research on BIM, Dodge Data & Analytics asks
respondents to identify whether they are using BIM at
all, and if so, whether they are creating their own models
or only using models created by others. This survey
focused exclusively on BIM use for transportation
infrastructure projects.
The bar charts at right demonstrate that the use of
BIM for transportation projects is both widespread and
consistent among the organizations surveyed in the
US, UK, France and Germany, suggesting a high level of
familiarity with BIM for transportation infrastructure.
■■By Sector: A somewhat higher percentage of those
who work on tunnels (86%) report using BIM than do
those who do roads (76%), bridges (79%) or rail/mass
transit (77%).
■■By Size of Company: A lower percentage of small
companies report using BIM for transportation
infrastructure than large companies. This is true for both
engineers and contractors, and is consistent with the
findings of all other Dodge global studies of BIM use.
• Engineers: 71% of companies with less than
250 employees use BIM, compared with 85% of
larger companies.
• Contractors: 54% of companies with less than
100 employees use BIM, compared with 81% of
larger companies.

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Do Not Use
France
19%
24%

76%

UK
24%

76%

Germany
26%

74%

How BIM Is Used
1_01_BIM
Inf_Use_UseBIM_Country_#03
(By Country)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Using Models Created by Others

27%

US

Authoring Models
81%

78%

73%

BIM provides value both to those who author models and
those who extract value from models authored by others.
Among these survey respondents, the charts at right and
on the opposite page show the percentage of BIM users
who author models, compared with those who do not.
■■By Country: Just as the use of BIM is consistent in
transportation infrastructure between the US, UK,
France and Germany, there is little difference by
country between respondents who are authoring
models and those who use models created by others.
The chart at right reveals that about three quarters of
those using BIM in this sector are creating their own
models in all four countries.
■■By Role: A higher percentage of engineers author
models than do contractors. This is consistent with
patterns of BIM adoption in other sectors and other
countries reported by Dodge, where designers are
earlier adopters and more frequent modelers. However,
in many cases, contractors eventually exceed designers
in their use of BIM, and, therefore, this divide may
narrow over time.
Dodge Data & Analytics

81%

US

Authoring and Using Models

SmartMarket Report

Use

22%

UK

74%

26%
19%

France

Germany

1_02_BIM Infrastructure_Use_AuthoringModels_#01
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Use of BIM for Transportation Infrastructure

CONTINUED

Use of BIM by Those Who Do Not
Author Models

How BIM Is Used
(By Type of Company)

The respondents who use models created by others but
do not author models themselves were asked to select
their single most common use of BIM models and data for
transportation infrastructure projects.
The findings demonstrate that there are a variety of
ways in which models are being used by those who do
not author them, with no single method selected by more
than one quarter of respondents. The top three most
common uses demonstrate the breadth of ways in which
BIM can improve project processes and outcomes, even
by those who do not model:
■■Interdisciplinary Project Collaboration: Consistently,
findings of Dodge BIM studies demonstrate that the
ability to support increased collaboration on projects
is a critical benefit of BIM, and this finding demonstrates
that authoring models is not essential to experience
this capability.
■■Deliver Design Intent to Construction: This is another
means in which BIM supports the sharing of information
across the project team.
■■Aid Production of 3D Deliverables to Owners: 3D
deliverables can enhance an owner’s understanding
of how a project is designed, will be constructed, and,
in a growing number of cases, how it will function
after completion. The prevalence of this activity even
among those who do not create their own models
suggests that owners may be increasingly expecting
these deliverables.

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Using Models Created by Others

Authoring Models

82%
71%

29%
18%

Engineers

Contractors

Most Common Use of BIM Models by Those
1_03_BIM
Infrastructure_Use_AuthoringModels_AEC_#01
Not
Creating
Them (According to Engineers and
Contractors Using BIM)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Interdisciplinary Project Collaboration
Aid Production of 3D Deliverables to Owner
Deliver Design Intent to Construction
Visualizations
Communication With Clients and Stakeholders
Aid Production of 2D Deliverables

10%
12%
15%

23%

20%
20%

1_04_BIM Inf_Use_CommonUses_03
Dodge Data & Analytics
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BIM Implementation Levels
All respondents who use BIM were asked about the
volume of transportation infrastructure projects on which
they use or expect to use BIM in three time frames: two
years ago, currently and two years from now. The charts
at right represent those who implement BIM at a high
level (on 50% or more of their projects). These responses
are represented by country and by role.
■■By Country: Implementation more than doubled in
all countries over the last two years. The US led in
2015, but UK and France have now achieved parity,
and Germany is close behind. Growth is expected to
modulate a little in the next two years, but remains
strong in all four countries.
■■By Role: In 2015, engineers and contractors report
roughly the same level of BIM implementation on their
projects, but by 2017, contractors are experiencing
much higher implementation levels than engineers,
with a 13 percentage point gap between the two.
However, that gap is expected to decrease again to
a nominal level in the next two years by 2019. This
pattern for BIM implementation is different from that
observed for building construction in other Dodge
studies around the globe, where designers are usually
earlier adopters, and it may suggest that contractors
are gaining experience with BIM in other sectors of
construction and thus are able to more rapidly ramp up
their use of BIM.
Other interesting differences include:
• 62% of those doing aviation projects report that they
currently use BIM on the majority of their projects, a
much higher percentage than those doing roads (51%),
bridges (52%), rail/mass transit (52%) or tunnels (49%).
• 69% of large contractors report now using BIM on most
of their projects versus only 53% of smaller ones. Firm
size does not impact engineers’ implementation.

Use of BIM on 50% or More of Projects
(By Country)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

2015

10

69%
62%

57%

55%

62%

55%
48%

27%

US

21%

21%

20%

UK

France

Germany

1_05_BIM Inf_Use_Implementation_#02

Use of BIM on 50% or More Projects
(According to Engineers and Contractors)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

2015

2017

2019
63%

60%

58%

45%

Engineers

Dodge Data & Analytics

2019

68%

20%
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Years of Experience Using BIM
Years of Experience Using BIM for
Transportation Infrastructure (Percentage
of Those With Low and High Levels of BIM
Experience Based on Number of Years Using It)

One way to gauge the level of experience with BIM is by
how many years respondents have been using it. The
chart at right represents by country the percentages of
engineers and contractors who have a relatively low level
of experience (using BIM for 2 years or less) and those
who have a relatively high level of experience (using BIM
for five years or more).
The US currently has the most practitioners with
five or more years of BIM experience on transportation
infrastructure. Nearly half (46%) of US respondents
have used BIM for five years or more, far more than
those in the UK (30%), Germany (19%) or France (16%).
This is particularly surprising given the similarity in
implementation levels (see page 10). In the UK, the
BIM mandate currently in place helps drive increased
implementation, and France and Germany appear to also
see strong increases despite a relatively immature BIM
market compared with the US.
There are no notable differences by sector or role in
the years of BIM experience reported.

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Low Experience Level:
Using BIM for 2 Years or Less
High Experience Level:
Using BIM for 5 Years or More
46%

30%
22%

23%

20% 19%

16%

12%

US

Germany

UK

France

BIM Expertise Levels
1_09_BIM Infrastructure_Use_YearsExperience_#01

Level of BIM Expertise at Company
(Percentage of Engineers and Contractors by
Country Who Find That Their Company Is at an
Advanced or Expert Level)

There is currently no objective means of measuring
BIM expertise levels, but as a point of comparison,
Dodge studies on BIM have included a question asking
respondents to self-evaluate the level of BIM expertise at
their companies (Basic, Moderate, Advanced or Expert).
In previous studies, the findings have often aligned
with the years of experience using BIM, but the
transportation infrastructure respondents do not.
Instead, more engineers and contractors from Germany
(19%) consider themselves at expert levels than those
in the US (12%), UK (13%) or especially France (6%). This
is despite more years of experience with BIM in the US
and UK than in Germany and close to the same level of
experience in France.
The reasons for this disconnect are unclear. It could
be due to a cultural difference in terms of selfassessment, but it could also be due to wider BIM
experience by German companies in other sectors than
transportation infrastructure.

Dodge Data & Analytics

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Advanced

Expert

6%

12%

13%

51%

11

19%

35%

36%

US

UK
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Owners Requesting BIM Use on Transportation Projects
Owners Requesting BIM Use on
Transportation Projects (Engineers and
Contractors Reporting Percentage of Projects on
Which Owners Request BIM Use)

Engineers and contractors were asked how frequently
potential clients are requesting BIM in new business
solicitations. Overall, these respondents report that they
see owner requests for BIM on roughly one third (35%
average) of their projects. The findings clearly suggest
that owners are helping to drive the use of BIM in the
transportation infrastructure sector:
• 80% or more of the engineers and contractors in each
country report that owners are requesting BIM on at
least some of their business opportunities.
• In France in particular, owners are encouraging the use
of BIM, with one third of engineers and contractors
(33%) reporting that owners request BIM on the
majority of their projects.

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

50% or More

Less Than 50%

None

23%
29%

33%
28%

Variation by Size of Company
Large companies are also more likely to see these
requests than smaller ones.
• Engineering firms with more than 1,000 employees
see these on average in 41% of their new business
requests, compared with 28% of project opportunities
coming in for those working for firms with less than
250 employees.
• Likewise, contractors working for companies with more
than 1,000 employees report that owners request BIM
on about 45% of their projects, compared with 26% of
projects reported by those working for companies with
less than 100 employees.

69%
58%

13%

52%

20%

56%

11%
France

US

8%
Germany

UK

Variation by BIM Use
Unlike most of the questions in this study, this was asked
of BIM users and non-users alike. The influence of owner
requests is clearly evident in their responses, with only
3% of the BIM users reporting that they do not see any
owner requests for BIM, compared with nearly half (42%)
of non-users. However, continuing demand from owners
should help to accelerate adoption among non-users.
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The Chicago Urban River Edges Ideas Lab
The City of Chicago is modeling its existing conditions to create a
virtual city that will help it make smarter planning decisions for
the next generation of transformation for the city’s riverfront.

T

he ability to envision a place
completely transformed
may come easily to
design and development
professionals, but members of the
public often struggle to imagine
what is being proposed. “As
planners, we run lots of community
meetings where we have people
looking at two-dimensional maps,”
says Josh Ellis, vice president at
the Metropolitan Planning Council
(MPC), a Chicago-based nonprofit
organization. “It’s hard for them
to figure out where things are, and
it’s a couple of levels removed
from feeling like they’re weighing
in on reality.” For communities
seeking meaningful input into public
processes, that’s a problem.

Image Courtesy of WSP USA

Envisioning Chicago’s
River Edges
The Chicago Urban River Edges
Ideas Lab, a visioning project
funded by The Richard H. Driehaus
Foundation and Comcast, and led
by MPC in collaboration with the
Chicago Department of Planning
and Development (CDPD), is making
a concerted effort to improve how
options for Chicago’s next wave
of riverfront transformations are
communicated. In addition to
physical displays, the River Edges
Ideas Lab will include innovative
digital components.
The primary design medium for
the Lab is a BIM model, developed
by WSP USA in partnership with
Autodesk, which depicts 600 acres
of the city of Chicago. “When

A BIM model of Chicago is supporting planning and public engagement for the
future of the city’s river edges.

combined with technologies such
as the Chicago Data Portal, big data
and the internet of things,” says Tom
Coleman, manager of technology
integration at WSP USA, “[it
provides] the opportunity to develop
a data rich model to help transform
development along the South Branch
of the Chicago River.”

Innovations in
Communication
Each of the nine architecture firms
participating in the Lab will be
issued a portion of the BIM model to
enable them to explore typical and
problematic conditions in 3D. The
goal is to develop design solutions
that will lead to a unified aesthetic
for the riverfront. Final designs will
be submitted in model form for
insertion back into the master model.
The teams will also use the BIM

Dodge Data & Analytics
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model as a basis for developing
panoramic renderings so that,
using augmented and virtual reality,
members of the public will be able
to hold up their phones or peer into
an Owlized viewfinder at specific
locations, and see an overlay of
what’s proposed for a site, with
opportunities to provide feedback.
The concepts will also be displayed
at the Chicago Architectural Biennial.
“The planning field is just
starting to figure out how to use
these technologies,” says Ellis. “If
this kind of experience makes a
meaningful difference in the level of
engagement and the kind of feedback
we get from the public, then that will
provide proof of concept.” The input
collected from residents will inform
CDPD’s update of the city’s riverfront
design guidelines, which will be
released in 2018. n
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Capitalizing on BIM Across the Roadway Lifecycle
The Smart Motorways Programme in the UK seeks to provide models for
new construction projects that not only improve project delivery during
design and construction but can be leveraged during operations as well.

H

ighways England is
addressing congestion
concerns through its
Smart Motorways
Programme, a technology-driven
effort to relieve congestion and
improve capacity. Congestion levels
can be monitored and analyzed to
determine if speed limits should
be adjusted to smooth traffic flow.
Through warning signage, motorists
can also be alerted about road
hazards and traffic jams.

Supporting
Collaboration

Images Courtesy of Transport Scotland and Jacobs

In delivering the program, the
team is also looking for a smart
approach to its design, construction
and future operations. “The
program is all about collaboration,”
says Liam Gallagher, director of
information management for the UK
transportation and process teams at

Jacobs. “The approach here is a fulllifecycle model.”
Jacobs is a member of the
program management team for
the £5 billion effort, which will
deliver roughly 50 projects in the
next few years.
The Smart Motorways Programme,
which is divided into multiple
tranches, was already underway
when the UK government mandated
that BIM needed to be used.The
program is one of the first in the UK
to require BIM Level 2, which calls
for a collaborative BIM environment,
where team members can exchange
information within a common data
environment [CDE].Through an
employer’s information request [EIR],
3D geometrical and non-graphical
data requirements are outlined.The
design and construction team then
responds to that request through a
BIM execution plan.

Section of roadway from the A96I-N VRM
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Improving the Flow
of Data Throughout the
Project Lifecycle
As an emerging approach for
delivery of roadways, Gallagher says
the team is developing ways it can
best leverage the value of BIM on
the program. With efforts currently
focused on design, the team is
exploring ways data can seamlessly
flow from design to construction
and on to facilities management.
“Key things like roadway alignment
can be extremely valuable,” he says.
“Going forward, the next time they
want to do some work on a piece
of infrastructure, wouldn’t it be
great if they didn’t have to redesign
the alignment?”

Streamlining Design
Options and Using
Modularization
Through modeling, Gallagher says
the team plans to streamline and
simplify its design options. For
example, roadways will require
numerous gantries, but Gallagher
says he wants to use BIM to design a
limited number of common gantries
that can be used across the program.
“We’d like to have five choices, not
50,” he says. “We’re building a digital
component library, so that we’re not
reinventing the wheel every time we
have to build a gantry. We will make
them parametric in the future as well,
so you can just pull them down and
resize them.”
Gallagher also expects to use
BIM to leverage modularization of
roadway components. Gantries with
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Section of roadway from
the A96I-N VRM

electronic displays could potentially
be built as multi-trade modular
units. Road components could also
be simplified.
In addition, as part of the Smart
Motorways Programme concept,
hard shoulders could be used
for traffic at peak times or even
permanently. To address safety
needs, teams will instead construct
numerous “emergency refuge areas”
along the alignment, where cars can
pull off following a breakdown. Each
area has an emergency telephone
that connects to regional control
centers and pinpoints the location
of the vehicle. Gallagher says the
team is looking into designing these
refuge areas as complete modular

components. “We want to be able to
pull up a truck, drop [the refuge area]
in place and go,” he says.
Gallagher adds that the team is
also looking into componentizing
foundations.

Future Uses of BIM
Under Consideration
Looking ahead, Gallagher says the
team is exploring some more cuttingedge uses of BIM. As part of using
BIM data to help guide machinery in
the field, the team is considering the
use of robotics to dig trenches.
The team is also looking at its
models to see if they can be used to
create virtual reality (VR) scenarios.
“We can train people in VR and be

Dodge Data & Analytics
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there before we go there,” he says.
Overall, Gallagher says the level
of collaboration possible through
BIM offers the greatest value.
“We’re seeing designers talking to
contractors, but we’re also seeing
contractors talking to maintenance
people earlier than usual,” he says.
“Further down the line the focus will
be the assets, asset management and
asset data. Asset management is king
here. We need the ability to deliver
clean and validated asset information
into the client’s asset information
systems that can then be reused
to make informed decisions. If we
build up that asset library as we go,
eventually maintenance will have the
information it needs at its fingertips.” n
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Experience of Overall Business Value From BIM
Adoption, implementation and evolving maturity with the
use of BIM are elements of an overall BIM journey, and
different users will go through a variety of stages as they
progress. To assess the overall status of a geographic
market in this respect, Dodge Data & Analytics frequently
asks users about the degree to which they find that they
are experiencing the full value that BIM offers to them
(ranging from no value at all through 25% intervals up to
100% value). 87% of all BIM users in the four countries
included in the study report that they are experiencing
value from BIM.
The first chart at right shows the combined responses
of engineers and contractors from the four countries who
experience at least some level of value from BIM.The chart
that follows looks just at those experiencing value and
shows the degree of value they have achieved, compared
with the overall value they believe BIM can deliver.
When compared in combination, the findings
are telling.
■■The US has the highest percentage who report
experiencing any value (93%), but they also have the
highest percentage who report experiencing 25% or
less of the total value BIM has to offer (43%). Given the
relatively high level of BIM experience in the US (see
page 11), this may suggest the need for more research
about why so many feel that they are just experiencing a
small percentage of the value of BIM.
■■Around half of those experiencing value in the UK
(45%) and Germany (52%) believe that they are getting
between one quarter and one half of the full value that
BIM offers. This finding bodes well for increased use in
these markets, since this suggests that they are seeing
sufficient value to justify their investments but still have
a great deal to gain from wider BIM use.
■■France is split between those seeing low, medium
and high levels of value, which may be related to the
relatively few years of BIM experience and relatively
low self-reported levels of BIM expertise in France
(see page 11).

Experience of Overall Business Value From
BIM (Engineers and Contractors by Country Using
BIM Who Experience Value)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Yes
No/Not Sure
93%

89%
76%

24%

US

UK

16

France

Germany

Degree
Value Experienced From BIM
2_01_BIM of
Infrastructure_Benefits_ExperiencingBens_#01
(According to BIM Users by Country Who Find
Value in Using BIM)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Some Benefit But Less Than 25% of BIM’s Full Potential
25% to 49% of BIM’s Full Potential
50% to 100% of BIM’s Full Potential
52%
45%

43%

US

Dodge Data & Analytics

13%

11%

7%

28% 29%
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31%
23%
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Internal Business Benefits From BIM
Business Benefits of BIM (Rated High/Very
High by BIM Users)

While BIM provides numerous benefits to the projects
on which it is deployed, there are also critical benefits
that the users’ companies can derive by adopting and
implementing BIM. For this study, BIM users were asked
to rate the degree to which BIM generates nine business
benefits related to transportation infrastructure projects
on a scale of one to five (none, low, medium, high, very
high). The chart at right represents the percentage of BIM
users who find that they experience these benefits to a
medium, high or very high degree.
Overall, the findings reveal that a wide range of
business benefits are experienced by companies doing
transportation infrastructure due to their use of BIM.
Only a 15 percentage point gap exists between the top
benefit and the lowest one, despite the high number
of benefits. This clearly demonstrates that BIM users
experience many business benefits and that these
benefits are substantial and impactful.

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Medium

Very High

Establishing Consistent and
Repeatable Project Delivery Process
33%

36%

19%

88%

17%

87%

Improving Ability to Show Younger Staff
How Projects Go Together
28%

42%

Offering Services
28%

38%

19%

85%

Increasing Win Rates for Work
35%

31%

16%

82%

15%

81%

Maintaining Business With Past Clients
29%

Improving Staff Effectiveness
Many of the business benefits measured in the study help
companies improve the effectiveness of their staff.
■■BIM’s impact on improving a company’s ability to
show younger staff how projects go together is the
top benefit, rated high/very high by 59%. This helps
address concerns currently experienced across the
design and construction industry about the loss of
institutional knowledge as older professionals retire.
■■Half of BIM users (50%) experience a high/very high
benefit from BIM’s ability to allow their staff to spend
less time documenting and more time designing,
adding value to their contributions on projects.
■■A notable percentage (43%) also see BIM being highly
effective in helping them to recruit and retain staff. The
competition for top talent is a global challenge in design
and construction, and this is an important benefit to be
addressed by companies committed to BIM.

Dodge Data & Analytics

High

17

37%

Increasing Profits
38%

26%

16%

80%

Less Time Documenting, More Time Designing
29%

35%

15%

79%

Fewer Claims/Litigation
33%

26%

15%

74%

Improving Staff Recruitment and Retention
30%

33%

10% 73%

2_03_BIM Infrastructure_Benefits_BusinessBens_Total_
#03
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Internal Business Benefits From BIM

CONTINUED

Increasing Business and Profitability
Companies need to be able to expand their service offering
opportunities as well as maintaining and nurturing
relationships with previous clients. BIM is a valuable tool
for all these activities in the infrastructure market.
■■Many see a high/very high influence from BIM on
their ability to offer services (57%) and increase their
win rates for new work (47%). This combination helps
to increase the possible projects they are eligible to
pursue, along with their success rate of winning that
new business.
■■They also see a high/very high impact from BIM on
their ability to maintain business with past clients
(52%), along with the ability to establish a consistent
and repeatable project delivery process (55%) and
reducing claims and litigation (41%). Each of these
benefits can have a positive impact on a company’s
bottom line, and they can also improve their reputation
and standing within the industry.
■■42% also see a high/very high impact from BIM on their
ability to generate increased profits, which, in turn, is a
compelling reason to expand their implementation
of BIM.

Differences in Business Benefits of BIM
Experienced by Country (According to
Engineers and Contractors Who Rate Them High/
Very High)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Germany
France
UK
US
Maintaining Business With Past Clients
70%
49%
42%
45%
Increasing Win Rates for Work
63%
37%
48%
43%
Less Time Documenting, More Time Designing
61%

Variation by Country
The chart at right shows the benefits for which there
is a statistically significant difference by country in the
percentages reporting that they are generated by BIM at a
high/very high level.
■■German respondents are highly enthusiastic about
several benefits, often exceeding other countries by
wide margins.
■■The top benefit for Germany is maintaining business
with past clients, with 70% considering this a strong
benefit of BIM.
■■The top benefit in France (63%) and the US (57%) is how
BIM improves the ability to show younger staff how
projects go together, but this ranks a distant fourth in
the UK.
■■The top benefit in the UK is the ability to establish
consistent and repeatable project delivery
processes (56%).
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56%
40%
43%
Improving Staff Recruitment and Retention
59%
40%
34%
37%
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Project Process and Outcome Benefits From BIM
BIM has been demonstrated in numerous studies by
Dodge Data & Analytics to have a positive impact on
project processes and outcomes, including the previous
BIM for Infrastructure study published in 2012. To identify
the most impactful project process and outcome benefits
related to BIM use on transportation infrastructure
projects, respondents in this study were asked to identify
just their top three from a list of 13 potential ones. The
benefits selected by 20% or more of the respondents are
shown in the chart at right.
The benefit most frequently ranked in the top three
is reduced conflicts, field coordination problems and
changes during construction. However, the findings on
this top benefit vary notably by role and by country.
■■By Role: A higher percentage of contractors (41%)
rank this among their top three process and outcome
benefits than do engineers (29%). In addition, more
contractors working for large companies (1,000 or more
employees) rank this highly (54%) than do those working
for smaller companies (34%) by a large percentage,
perhaps due to the nature of projects typically
undertaken by larger companies.
■■By Country: More US respondents (54%) rank this as
a top benefit than their counterparts in the UK (39%),
France (32%) or Germany (22%). No other process
or outcome benefit is selected by more than 50% of
respondents from any other country, demonstrating
how important this benefit is in the US.

Top Project Process and Outcome Benefits
From BIM (Selected Among Their Top 3 by 20%
or More of BIM Users)

Two benefits nearly tie as the next most important for
all BIM users: better multiparty communication and
understanding from 3D visualization, and reduced errors
and omissions in construction documents. For both,
engineers and contractors agree on their importance, as
do the respondents from the four different countries.
■■Better multiparty communication and understanding
from 3D visualization is a benefit particularly noted
by owners, with 46% selecting it among their top
three. This aspect of BIM can be particularly valuable
for owners to understand projects from early concept
stages and be able to provide meaningful input and
direction to the design and construction teams.
■■It is worth noting that nearly the same percentage of
engineers (28%) and contractors (29%) see reduced
errors and omissions in construction documents as
a top benefit of BIM, demonstrating the way in which
this benefit cascades through the project lifecycle from
design to construction.

Among
theInfrastructure_Benefits_Process_Total_#02
final four benefits ranked in the top three
2_05_BIM
by 20% or more of BIM users, three involve improving
metrics that are frequently tracked to gauge improved
project performance: reduced construction cost, reduced
rework and reduced overall project duration.
The fourth benefit reflected in the chart, greater
client and/or community engagement, is of particular
importance in the transportation infrastructure sector, in
which large projects often need to obtain approval across
multiple stakeholders.
Emerging benefits that are not yet ranked by at least
20% of respondents in their top three include:
• Increased Ability to Do Prefabrication
• Faster Plan Approval and Permits
• Reduced Number of RFIs
• Better Performing Completed Transportation
Infrastructure
• Reduced Cycle Time of Specific Workflows
• Improved Safety Performance

Dodge Data & Analytics
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Reduced Conflicts, Field Coordination
Problems and Changes During Construction
38%
Better Multiparty Communication and
Understanding From 3D Visualization
30%
Reduced Errors and Omissions
in Construction Documents
29%
Reduced Construction Cost
22%
Reduced Rework
21%
Greater Client and/or
Community Engagement
20%
Reduced Overall
Project Duration
20%
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Transportation Infrastructure Projects

A few respondents also felt that improved visualization
and producing higher quality projects help save time and
money on projects.

After responding to a number of multiple choice
questions about BIM value, BIM users were asked two
open questions about the most important ways that BIM
improves transportation infrastructure projects.
• What is the single most important way BIM is
saving time and/or money on transportation
infrastructure projects?
• What is the single most important way other
than saving time/money that BIM is improving
your organization’s delivery of transportation
infrastructure projects?
Their responses reveal insights into top-of-mind benefits
of BIM. Though the question was optional, over half of
the BIM users volunteered an answer to both, indicating a
strong desire to express their beliefs.

Most Important Ways That BIM
Improves Project Delivery Other
Than Money/Time Savings
Responses to this question cover a wide spectrum
of beneficial contributions from BIM. Among them,
the only category that encompasses more than 10%
of the responses is that BIM improves cooperation
across the project team and enhances teamwork and
communication. This finding corresponds to other
Dodge studies in which the ability of BIM to enhance
collaboration is frequently cited as a top benefit.
A few of the other responses that emerged to this
question included the following:
• Streamlining/Simplified Procedures
• Transparency/Clarity/Better Understanding
• Visualization
• Improved Accuracy
• Being Able to Create Advanced Designs
• Better Organization/Structure

Most Important Ways BIM Saves
Time and/or Money
Most of the responses fell into five top categories:
Improved Performance/Efficiency/Competence: The
highest percentage believes that BIM saves time or
money because it improves the efficiency, performance
and basic competence of their staff.
■■Planning/Programming: Previous studies by
Dodge Data & Analytics on BIM have demonstrated
that improvements due to the use of BIM in the
programming or planning stages of a project
tend to cascade down and save time and money
during construction.
■■Faster Coordination/Better Communication: Improved
coordination and communication are consistently cited
in other Dodge Data & Analytics studies as a top benefit
of BIM, but these responses make clear that those who
experience improvements in these areas believe they
save time and money as a result.
■■Speed of Design/Installation: While the most effective
use of BIM may involve more time in the beginning of
design to set up a BIM execution plan, this top-of-mind
benefit suggests that spending time upfront on BIM
results in shorter overall design/installation schedules.
■■Improved Organization/Simplified Procedures: The
process improvements that BIM users experience
(see page 19) are also perceived to result in improved
organization and simplified procedures, which are also
seen as opportunities to save time and money.
■■
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All of these findings, both in terms of how BIM saves time
and money and how it improves project delivery, support
the importance of the benefits reported by respondents
on pages 17 to 19.
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Project Stage at Which BIM Provides the Greatest Value
The level of value that users derive from BIM varies
across the lifecycle of a project based on their role and
how they are leveraging it. In this study, BIM users
were asked to select the stage at which they see the
greatest value from their use of BIM. The table shows
the responses of engineers and contractors. It is worth
noting that the questions were phrased differently for
the US respondents than they were for the others, due to
different standard nomenclatures in the North American
design and construction market compared with Europe,
and the table designates the terminology used for each.
By far, the largest percentage of respondents across
all four countries consider BIM to provide the greatest
value during design development (US)/developed design
(UK, France, Germany). A few factors may influence this
finding. First, for some respondents such as contractors,
this may be the first point at which they engage in the
project. In addition, previous BIM studies by Dodge Data
& Analytics reveal that the early benefits of using BIM
during design—including increased accuracy, improved
visualization and enhanced collaboration—often cascade
down to benefit the construction phase as well.

However, differences are also evident in the responses
by country.
• The second most frequently selected stage in the UK is
the concept stage.
• In Germany, the concept stage ranks third, but it
is exceeded by the production stage by just a few
percentage points.
• In France, the production stage ranks second, and by a
wide margin above any other stage.
• In the US, the construction phase ranks quite high.
While it appears on first glance to vastly exceed
its European counterparts, there is no separate
US equivalent for the production stage, and the
combination of the production and installation stages
for the UK, France and Germany puts them all on par
with the US construction phase percentages.
• Very few respondents select the maintenance/use
phase. While the table only represents engineer
and contractor responses, owner responses are not
notably different: Only one owner out of the 24 BIMusing owners included in the study selected this stage.
This may suggest that currently most transportation
infrastructure owners see BIM as a tool to improve
design and construction, but that they do not yet see
its potential to improve how they manage operation of
their assets.

Project Stage at Which BIM Provides the Greatest Value (According to Engineers and Contractors)
US

UK

France

Germany

Before Design Begins
Preplanning (US)/Brief (UK, France, Germany)

7%

0%

4%

2%

Predesign (US)/Concept (UK, France, Germany)

15%

22%

10%

19%

Design Development (US)/Developed Design (UK, France, Germany)

36%

49%

49%

44%

Construction Documentation (US Only)

11%

During Design

Bidding/Construction/Installation
Bid Letting (US)

1%

Production (UK, France, Germany)

13%

20%

22%

28%

7%

3%

13%

Project Closeout (US)/As Constructed (UK, France, Germany)

0%

7%

12%

0%

Maintenance (US)/Use (UK, France, Germany)

0%

2%

1%

0%

Construction (US)/Installation (UK, France, Germany)
Post-Construction

Dodge Data & Analytics
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Value Experienced From Specific BIM Activities
Engineers and contractors who use BIM were asked to
rate the value of 10 specific BIM activities on a scale of
one to five (no, low, medium, high, very high). The chart
represents those who found that they were experiencing
a high/very high value from each activity. The activities
are divided into three groups for easier comparisons.
It is notable that German respondents more frequently
consider each of these activities to be of high value than
the respondents from the US, UK or France. This finding
is consistent with an enthusiastic German response to
other questions throughout the study.

High Value BIM Activities (Percentage of BIM
Users Rating Each Activity as Having a High/Very
High Value)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

US

UK

BIM can support improved planning and tracking of
cost, schedule, labor and materials on transportation
infrastructure projects. However, the value of these
activities was not experienced uniformly by respondents
from different countries.
■■French and German respondents experience greater
value from cost estimation and cost control, 4D
scheduling and schedule control, and workforce
and labor planning than their counterparts in the US
and UK. This may suggest wider use of BIM for these
functions in continental Europe.
■■German respondents are also experiencing high
value from quantity take-offs, more so than even
those in France.
■■More respondents doing work on tunnels (56%)
report experiencing a high value from 4D scheduling
and schedule controls than those doing road or rail/
mass transit projects. The challenges of working
underground may make tunnels particularly benefit
from this use of BIM.
■■More engineers (51%) report seeing high value from
cost estimation and cost controls than contractors
(41%). This result may seem surprising, given the
importance of cost control for contractors typically.
The high-profile nature of infrastructure work may
contribute to the value placed on this by engineers, who
may find their reputations built, in part, on being able
to deliver the public assets they design within a wellpublicized budget.

Dodge Data & Analytics

68%

65%
60%

60%
47%
32%34%

60%
50%
27%26%

Cost Estimation 4D Scheduling
and
and Schedule
Cost Control
Control

Workforce/
Labor
Planning

46%

43%
34%

Quantity
Take-Off

Analysis & Coordination
73%
64%
48%47%

61%

60%

58%
49%
46%

40%
30%
23%

Spatial
Structural
Coordination
Analysis
(aka Geometric
Clash Detection)

Environmental
Impact and
Feasibility
Studies

Approvals/Submittals/Other Tasks
68%
60%
51%
50%

Client Review
and Approval
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Germany

Cost/Schedule/Labor/Materials Planning

30%
26%

Cost, Schedule, Labor and
Materials Planning

France
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61%

60%
47%
40%
32%

42%
31%
23%

Submittals
Automated
Process
Machine
(Other Than
Guidance
Shop Drawings)
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Value Experienced From Specific BIM Activities

Approvals, Submittals and
Other Tasks

Analysis and Coordination
BIM supports access to analysis and coordination
tools that enable informed design and construction
decisions, and the high degree of value noted for spatial
coordination (58% of all respondents) and structural
analysis (53% of all respondents) reflects the degree to
which the industry recognizes and takes advantage of
these capabilities.
■■Spatial coordination and structural analysis are
particularly important among US respondents, where
they rank at least nine percentage points above any
other activity for those respondents.
■■More engineers (45%) than contractors (33%) place a
high value on environmental impact and feasibility
studies. Contractors were not asked about structural
analysis, and the difference in the percentage who
consider spatial coordination a high value activity
is nominal, with contractors (60%) slightly leading
engineers (56%).
■■A higher percentage of respondents who do tunnel
projects (51%) consider environmental impact and
feasibility studies to be valuable than those doing
roads (41%), bridges (40%) or aviation projects (37%).

Dodge Data & Analytics

CONTINUED

BIM can assist the project team in gaining client approvals
through improved visualization tools, and, therefore, it is
not surprising that client review and approval is widely
considered valuable (selected as having a high/very high
value by 58% overall).
However, varying submittal requirements across
different projects may cause the relatively low value
ratings for that activity, with 45% overall who believe
this activity provides a high/very high value. Very few
respondents in the US (32%) consider this of value, but a
very high percentage in Germany (60%) do, possibly due
to differing requirements.
Automated machine guidance, described by the
US Federal Highway Administration as “using a 3D
model to guide construction equipment during earth
work and paving operations,” is an emerging activity.
Recognition of its value by contractors overall is relatively
low (39%), despite the higher degree of response in
Germany (61%). The findings are also consistent across
the different types of civil construction projects included
in the report, including roads, bridges, rail/mass transit,
tunnels and aviation.
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Experience Value From BIM

Dodge Data & Analytics’ research has consistently
shown that the nature of the projects on which users
are deploying BIM and a number of factors related to
the broader industry environment in which BIM users
operate have a profound impact on their ability to
experience value from BIM.
In this study, BIM users were asked to select the top
three project factors from a list of 11 possible ones that
increase their ability to experience value from BIM.
The chart lists the top findings ranked by more than
20% of respondents in their top three. The top factors fall
into two categories: the scale of the project proposed,
and the levels of BIM skill/familiarity among the project
team members.

Top Project Factors That Increase Ability to
Experience Value From BIM (According to BIM Users)

Scale of Project

Client Is Familiar With Use of BIM

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Complexity of Project
39%
Large Size of Project
31%
Design Professionals on Project
Are Capable Working in BIM
28%
Construction Companies on Project
Are Capable Working in BIM
25%

Project complexity is ranked by the highest percentage
of overall respondents (39%) as contributing to the value
received from using BIM, with large projects ranking
second overall (31%). In fact, complexity is believed
to impact the value of BIM by nearly twice as many
respondents as having an accelerated schedule (20%)
or a tight budget (16%).
A few differences are evident in the responses when
analyzed by country, role or sector of work.
■■Complexity:
• Complexity ranks first in the US, with 60% selecting
this among their top three factors.
• It ranks second in the UK and France, but the
percentage that rank it in the top three is around half of
those in the US (31% and 29%, respectively).
• While 28% in Germany consider complexity a top three
factor, the more even spread of German respondents
across many different factors reduces this to a fourth
place ranking in that country.
• Nearly three quarters of owners find that project
complexity contributes to the value they receive
from BIM.
■■Large Size:
• The size of the project ranks first in France (34%) and
second in the US (36%), but size is less of a factor for
UK (25%) or German (22%) respondents.
• Project size is ranked in the top three by a smaller
percentage of respondents in the aviation sector (26%)
than by those working on bridge (35%), rail/mass transit
(37%) or tunnel (34%) projects.
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24%
Good Interoperability
Between Software Programs
Across Project Team
22%
Accelerated Schedule
20%
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Project Factors That Increase Ability to Experience Value From BIM

Additional Factors

Level of BIM Skill/Familiarity Among
Project Team Members
Other studies of BIM in the building sector reveal that it is
most effective when models are shared across the project
team, and that finding is clearly evident for transportation
infrastructure as well.
• Having design professionals on the project who are
capable of working with BIM is the third most popular
factor in the US (33%), UK (29%) and Germany (30%).
• Client familiarity with BIM is the most frequently
selected project factor that contributes to BIM value in
France, with 32% placing this in their top three.
• This factor is also very important in Germany, ranked
in the top three by the second highest percentage of
respondents (31%).
• About one quarter rank construction companies familiar
with BIM in their top three in the US (29%), Germany
(27%) and the UK (25%), but only 19% do so in
France, where clients are bigger factors in the ability to
experience value from BIM than other team members.
• In Germany, the top factor associated with value for
using BIM is good interoperability between software
programs among project team members (34%). This
also supports the importance of using BIM as a means
to share project information across the team. However,
those in the UK consider interoperability less of an
issue, with only 8% ranking it among their top options.
The standards for BIM use laid out in the UK BIM
mandate may make this a less critical factor in
that country.
• 23% of UK respondents rank contracts that support
collaboration as a top factor increasing the value of BIM,
but that is in sharp contrast to US respondents, where
only 9% select this as a top factor.

Dodge Data & Analytics
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25

Additional factors selected by only a few respondents
that support team coordination include companies
having previous experience working together (12%) and
a place for physical collocation and collaboration for
companies on the project (10%).
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BIM Benefits of Greatest Importance in Five Years
Top BIM Business Benefits of Greatest
Importance in Five Years (Selected in Top
Three by More Than 20% of BIM Users)

BIM users were provided with the same list of nine
benefits discussed on page 17 and were asked to
select the top three that will be most important to their
company in five years. Understanding the benefits that
are considered most important in the future can help in
gathering the right performance improvement data to
encourage increased implementation. The chart at right
shows all of the benefits that were selected by more
than 20% of BIM users. Meanwhile, the chart below
shows the significant differences between engineers
and contractors by country, demonstrating that certain
benefits may be more influential in some countries
than others.
The top factor is establishing consistent and
repeatable project delivery processes, ranked in the top
three by nearly half of all BIM users (42%). This finding
demonstrates the expectation that BIM will support the
transformation of fundamental construction processes.
For the most part, there was general agreement on the
importance of this factor, although there were a couple of
notable differences.
• Engineers and contractors in the US (50%) significantly
exceed those in France (30%) in their belief in this
benefit’s future importance.
• Nearly two thirds of owners (63%) rank this factor in
their top three, compared with only 36% of engineers
and 44% of contractors.

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Establishing Consistent and Repeatable
Project Delivery Processes
42%
Increased Win Rates for Work
Because of BIM Capability
38%
Increased Profits
33%
Less Time Documenting,
More Time Designing
32%
Fewer Claims/Litigation
26%
Maintaining Repeat
Business With Past Clients
22%

2_08_BIM Inf_Benefits_FutureImportance_#02

BIM Business Benefits of Greatest Importance in Five Years
(Those With the Most Significant Difference Reported by Country)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

US

UK

France

50%

46%

44%
38%
30%

Germany

42%

39% 39%
29%

25%

38%

23% 24%
15%

Establishing
Consistent and
Repeatable Project
Delivery Processes
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Increased Profits

37%
30%

Less Time
Documenting,
More Time
Designing
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17%

17%

11%

Maintaining Repeat
Business
With Past Clients

26

28%

Fewer
Claims/Litigation
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BIM Benefits of Greatest Importance in Five Years

Another benefit widely expected to be important in
five years is the ability to increase win rates for work
because of BIM capability (38%). This is also one of the
top benefits currently reported by respondents (see page
17), and it is not only compelling in terms of obtaining
more work, but also for increasing the productivity of
the resources that companies deploy to pursue new
work. This may explain why this option is equally popular
across all four countries included in the study, and why
owners (17%) are far less interested in it as a future
benefit than are engineers (40%) and contractors (41%).
One third of respondents (33%) believe increased
profits are important. The strong performance of this
metric demonstrates the importance of formal tracking
of how BIM impacts profitability to demonstrate its
importance to the user’s organization.
• Not surprisingly, this is far more important for engineers
(30%) and contractors (39%) than for owners (4%).
• Increased profits are also ranked more frequently as
an important benefit for the future by engineers and
contractors in the US (46%) and UK (42%) than by
those in France (29%) or Germany (25%).

CONTINUED

Nearly one third (32%) also rank the ability to spend
less time documenting and more time designing as an
important future benefit of BIM.
• As might be expected, engineers (38%) are more
likely to rank this benefit in their top three than
contractors (26%).
• Engineers and contractors in the US (23%) and UK
(24%) are less enthusiastic about this benefit than
those in France and Germany (39% for both).
Fewer claims and litigation has a notable percentage
overall (26%) who select it as an important future
benefit, but more engineers and contractors in the US
(37%) and UK (28%) rank it in their top three than those
in France (17%) and Germany (11%). This is also a benefit
that appeals particularly to owners, with over half
(54%) ranking it in the top three, more than double the
percentage of engineers (21%) and contractors (26%).
Rounding out the list of top benefits is maintaining
repeat business with past clients, which is particularly
popular among engineers and contractors in the UK
(38%) and Germany (30%).

Factors With a Positive Impact on
Increasing Company’s Experience of BIM Benefits

In addition to understanding the benefits most important
in the future (see page 26), understanding the factors that
companies believe will increase their ability to experience
benefits from BIM on future transportation infrastructure
projects is also essential to encourage wider BIM
implementation across the industry.
BIM users were asked to select the top three factors
out of a list of 14 possible options. The first chart shows
the top seven selected by all BIM users. The second
shows the major differences in responses from engineers
and contractors by country.
Two factors rank higher than the rest, and in
combination, they tell an interesting story. What the
industry thinks would best help them get a positive
impact from BIM on future projects is having more
internal staff with BIM skills and more owners asking for

Dodge Data & Analytics
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BIM. In other words, they want to see more demand for
the use of BIM and be able to meet that demand with their
own internal workforce. This is far more important to the
survey respondents than improved functionality of the
software or reduced costs. This suggests a general belief
that current BIM functionality is sufficient, and that it is
the larger industry that needs to catch up.
In addition to that broader conclusion, there are also
interesting variations by country:
■■The need for more internal staff with BIM skills is
largely being driven by engineers and contractors from
the US, with 41% stating this is a top factor. It is also
the top factor in Germany, but selected by a much lower
percentage of respondents (28%). In addition, while not
the most important factor in the UK or France, it is still
ranked in the top three by a relatively high percentage
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Factors With a Positive Impact on Increasing Company’s Experience of BIM Benefits
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Top Seven Factors With the Greatest
Positive Impact on Increasing the Ability
to Experience BIM Benefits on Future
Transportation Projects

from both of those countries. All of this contributes to its
overall high ranking across the study.
■■The influence of more owners asking for BIM would
be particularly strong in the US and UK. German
respondents, on the other hand, see this as far less
influential on their ability to benefit from BIM in the
future. They are more concerned about the availability
of national or international standards, and thus see
greater benefit in making BIM use more uniform than in
driving the market.
■■A high percentage of UK respondents (30%) believe
they would benefit from more use of contracts to
support collaboration and define BIM deliverables. In
fact, the percentage of respondents in the UK who rank
this among their top three factors is more than double
those in France (10%) or Germany (13%). However, the
focus in Germany on national or international standards
does suggest that they recognize a benefit from having
all BIM users apply the same standard, which is another
means to support greater collaboration.
■■More respondents from the UK (18%) and Germany
(19%) consider hard data demonstrating the business
value of BIM critical to being able to experience
BIM benefits of future transportation infrastructure
projects than those in the US (7%) or France (10%).

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

More Internal Staff With BIM Skills
29%
More Owners Asking for BIM
27%
Improved Interoperability
Between Software Applications
21%
Improved Functionality of
Software That Supports BIM
19%
More Readily Available
Training on BIM
18%
More Use of Contracts to
Support Collaboration and
Define BIM Deliverables
17%
Reduced Cost of Software
That Supports BIM
16%

Industry Factors With the Greatest Positive Impact on Increasing the Ability to Experience
BIM Benefits on Future Transportation Projects (Differences
by Country)
2_10_BIM Infrastructure_Benefits_IndFactorsImpBen_#01
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

US

UK

France

41%

38%
28%
22%21%

Germany

34%

30%
24%

23%
17%

18%
10%

More
Internal Staff
With BIM Skills
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More Owners
Asking
for BIM

13%

10% 10%

More Use of Contracts
to Support Collaboration
and Define BIM
Deliverables
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Availability of
National or
International
BIM Standards

28
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7%

10%

More Hard Data
Demonstrating
the Business
Value of BIM
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19%

19%

18%

14%

3%

16%

6%

More Readily
Available Outsourced
Modeling Services
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Jason Fairchild, CAD/BIM Community of Practice Leader,
US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
Jason is responsible for USACE BIM policy and guidance,
with over 25 years of experience with USACE. He
supported their Civil Works design construction mission
for both the Vicksburg District and Mississippi Valley
Division prior to joining Headquarters in 2011.
How has the use of BIM for
infrastructure changed in the
last five years?
FAIRCHILD: We have expanded
our policy to include not only
vertical construction, but we’ve also
expanded our BIM requirements
to include horizontal construction.
We were hesitant to do so before,
but with technology and adoption
changing, we are starting to see
[people within our organization and
the AE firms we work with] take the
expertise they’ve built up with BIM
for buildings and start to apply that
[to infrastructure]. There is more
of an understanding that BIM as a
process has become our de facto
method of operation... We still have
issues with people who are ingrained
with 20-plus years experience of
doing things a certain way, but we
are starting to see training requests
coming from our field offices and to
see a grassroots, bottom-up driven
change with technology adoption, so
we don’t have to push quite as hard
from the top.
How has BIM impacted project
delivery at your organization?
FAIRCHILD: We’ve seen a shift away
from people asking for some of our
traditional deliverables. The owners
are starting to see more value in
having the model and a handful of
representative CAD files to do master
planning or to see how their structure
fits within the site work. We are
starting to see more flexibility in what
they will accept as far as equipment

schedules. They don’t have to rely
on transcribing from CAD drawings;
they can get the data straight out
of the BIM model through Excel or
some other translation matrix into a
target format ... People are starting
to expect information on the civil
works side [to the same degree that
they see it in vertical construction],
even to the point of being able to
electronically transmit [models] that
can be used directly for fabrication
of some of the [elements of projects
like gate pieces on locks and dams],
whereas in the past, it was a twoor three-generation move from a
design CAD drawing to an actual
fabrication drawing.
What challenges do you see for
the use of BIM in infrastructure,
and what are the best ways to
overcome those challenges?
FAIRCHILD: From our perspective,
when we look at infrastructure, we
look at large waterways and projects
that have been ongoing for decades.
We have so much legacy data [and
people used to working with that
data] that a cultural change still has
to happen to be able to make that
jump. It is also a funding limitation on
our part to bring all that information
and workflow and rework it into a
more BIM-centric workflow ... For the
entire Mississippi River program, for
instance, there is no real way to bring
up all the pieces at once, so you end
up with a bit of a mishmash where
you have to rely on interoperability
between the CAD and BIM worlds to
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be able to effectively leverage
that stuff.
What changes do you see on the
operational side regarding the
use of BIM?
FAIRCHILD: There is a shift starting
into true asset management, not
just for equipment but also for real
property ... Our perspective is to
start with the right hand side of the
lifecycle and to move back to the left.
So first, what we try to do now is
ask ‘What does the owner/operator
need? And how can construction
meet that?’ And then take it one
step further back and say, ‘How can
design enable construction to meet
that owner need?’
What does the future hold for
BIM for infrastructure?
FAIRCHILD: We are looking at BIM
as a component of advanced
modeling ... We have to start being
able to do geospatial queries on
information from a portal and
being able to drive down until you
eventually are getting information
that you originally defined and
populated through BIM. As you
develop that, you can get into things
like using real-time monitoring,
smart meters and remote control.
We have tried to do remote
operations but it has never been
integrated with the target deliverable
from the construction process ... It
feels like infrastructure has lagged
[about five years] behind buildings,
but that gap is shrinking. n
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Using BIM on Airport Projects
Airport projects are often massive undertakings, and many teams are
turning to BIM to navigate their design complexities, construction logistics
and future operations needs. Two airport projects provide examples
of how companies are leveraging BIM on their airport projects.
Orlando International
Airport Terminal C
Big projects require big teams.
Dozens of firms are engaged on
the $1.8 billion South Terminal
C, Phase 1 project at Orlando
International Airport. Although
the team used colocation offices
onsite to help speed approvals, it is
impossible for everyone engaged on
the project to be onsite, says Ryan
Borszich, BIM manager at HNTB,
the architect of record. The project,
which recently completed design
development, had six different
architectural firms spread across
offices in four different states,
all of which shared scope on the
landside and airside terminals. The
project currently has more than 30
consultants with more than 200 users
working on BIM models. “People are
located all over the U.S.,” he says.
“The biggest issue for us has been
wrangling all of these users into a
collaborative environment.”
To address the issue, the team
used a cloud-based solution to host
nearly 100 shared models. “This has
allowed people to jump into any one
of those models at any given time
as if it lived on my server,” Borszich
says. “At any given point of the day,
just in my model—not accounting
for the linked models—if I check the
dashboard, I can see 15 to 18 people
in the model. Without this solution,
there would be no way to do this.”
Borszich says the team uses a
shared drive that behaves like a local
drive, so people can link files directly
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from it. “Rather than posting the
models each week, they post to that
drive, and it syncs to everyone else’s
drive automatically,” he says. “That’s
taken out a huge amount of work.
I worked on sports projects where
I was managing eight models, and
it felt like a full-time job managing
those uploads and downloads.
We’ve essentially eliminated that on
this job.”
It’s been particularly helpful
when trying to work around some
models that are specific to airports,
such as baggage handling. “That’s
like trying to coordinate around
a mechanical system that’s on
steroids,” Borszich says. “It has a
huge footprint everywhere it goes,
and it’s a massive design constraint
trying to work around that. It’s a
moving target. Every time we change
something, the baggage-handling
model changes.”
The solution isn’t without its
challenges. For example, sometimes
users will accidentally delete
files or folders. “This is a full trust
environment,” he says. “If I give
someone full access and I want
them to be productive, it’s all in or
all out. That’s an adjustment for
everyone.” Part of the concern is
that it is difficult to track which users
made which changes.
As the project begins construction,
however, Borszich says the
construction team does not have live
real-time access to the design team’s
models. Instead, they will get access
to periodic updates. “The contractors
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build their models in parallel to ours,”
he says. “Ours is a point of reference
for them to refer to and note changes
and use it to gauge what’s going on.
Our model is for reference only.”

Denver International
Airport
For airport authorities, the prospect
of leveraging BIM data for facilities
management is alluring. In 2014,
Denver International Airport (DIA)
rolled out a new facility management
program that uses building
information modeling to combine
multiple databases that contain
facility data into a central location.
The system allows personnel
access to information on when an
item was purchased, the cost, the
item’s specific location, when it was
installed, the routine maintenance
schedule for the item and other
information important to maintaining
airport facilities.
Brendan Dillon, BIM manager
at DIA, says personnel are able to
push and pull data from the asset
management program, fulfilling
data requests on an almost daily
basis from everyone from Denver
Police and fire departments to event
planning, space management and
conceptual project exploration.
“There are a lot of benefits within
design and construction, but really
the biggest value of BIM as a process
is within facilities management,” he
says. “Project construction lasts two
to four years and then we maintain
the facility for up to 50 years or even
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DIA is using data from models, like the
one created for the Hotel and Transit
Center (on left and under construction
above), for facilities management.

longer. Knowing exactly what
we’re getting in the facility and
being able to use that for future
renovations and reconstructions is
really critical.”
DIA first implemented the BIM
integration on its Hotel and Transit
Center program, which includes a
519-room hotel, an open-air plaza
and a transit center with rail and
bus access.
Since BIM was still an emerging
technology when the hotel and
transit center project started,
Dillon says there was some
initial uncertainty about the best
way to leverage BIM data for
facilities management.
“The airport was trying to figure
out exactly what they were going to
do with the models,” he recalls. “Our
asset management program hadn’t
been set up yet. So there was a lot of
figuring out what could be possible...
The airport at that time wasn’t
entirely sure what information we
needed. Because we weren’t entirely

sure, our requirements weren’t as
specific as they could have been.”
As part of the initiative, DIA
undertook an internal model
reconciliation process, comparing
the design models against the
construction models. “We had
initially envisioned a larger scope
for reconciliation, but the airport
soon recognized that we didn’t need
everything moved into the design
model,” Dillon says. “It was a matter
of identifying what was important,
what was not important and making
sure we got the important stuff.”
Prior to the hotel and transit center
project, the DIA asset management
system captured an average of one
asset per 1,000 sq ft of facilities. For
the hotel and transit center project,
the team captured 3.3 assets per
1,000 sq ft of facilities. On each of
those assets, the average number
of attributes populated per record
nearly doubled from 6.5 attributes to
12.5 attributes.
Although the model reconciliation
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was successful, Dillon sees room
for improvement. While the team
can easily work with established
BIM design tools, construction
tools are varied and can have
limited interoperability.
“Down the line, what we’re hoping
is that the software tools that the
design teams and construction teams
are working with will communicate
better,” he says. “The construction
model will be able to be imported
into the platform the designer is
using. We will get that construction
information in a genuinely federated
model delivery.”
Based on the success of the first
project, DIA has since required
BIM data for facilities management
on several subsequent projects.
“The biggest take away for me
was: Be specific,” he says. “While
being specific might seem overly
prescriptive, it’s what we need to do
in order to get the information we
need to maintain our facilities the
way we want.” n
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BIM Investments
Top Investments Related To BIM (Selected as
a Top 3 Current Investment and Top 3 Investment
in Five Years by BIM Users)

Companies typically need to make a wide variety of
investments to ensure that they optimize their use of
BIM. These investments include not just technology, but
training, process improvements and creating libraries
of materials, among others. Understanding BIM users’
investment plans can reveal a great deal about how they
use it and what their priorities are.
To capture this information, engineers and contractors
using BIM were asked to select their current top three
investments and those that they expect to be their top
three investments in the next five years.

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Current

In 5 Years

Training on BIM
36%
38%
Software That Supports BIM
29%

Training

25%

The top investment, both now and in the next five years,
is training on BIM. In fact, the percentage who expect to
invest in training grows by a few percentage points in the
future. This finding, along with the emphasis on having
more internal staff trained in BIM to achieve BIM benefits
in the future (see pages 27 and 28), demonstrates that the
industry still needs more people with BIM skills.
■■By Country: There is also a greater emphasis on training
in the future from respondents from the US (43%) and
UK (48%) than in France (34%) or Germany (27%).
■■By Role and Size: While there is no significant difference
between engineers (36%) and contractors (39%) in
terms of their investment in training in the next five
years, there is a difference by size for engineers. Nearly
half (48%) of smaller engineering firms (those with
less than 250 employees) rank investments in training
among their top three for the next five years, compared
with 29% of larger companies. Typically, BIM is first
adopted by larger firms in most segments, and this may
suggest increasing maturity for BIM for infrastructure as
smaller firms seek to catch up on BIM skills.

25%
20%
Developing Collaborative BIM
Processes With External Parties
21%
25%
Software Customization/
Interoperability Solutions
20%
19%
Strategic BIM
Program Deployment
17%
19%
New/Upgraded Hardware
17%
24%
Marketing BIM Capability

Technology

17%

Software investments currently rank second, with 29%
reporting that this is one of the top three investments in
BIM made by their company. A slightly lower percentage
(25%) consider investments in software a priority in the
future. On the other hand, while upgrading hardware
is currently a relatively low current priority (17%), those
intending to make those investments in the next five
years grow to 24%, nearly equaling those expecting to
invest in software.
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Developing Internal
Collaborative BIM Workflows
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Another category of technology investment is
software customization/interoperability solutions. A
moderate percentage consider that a priority now (20%)
with only a nominal drop in the future (19%), suggesting
steady interest in this area.
■■By Country: The only difference by country in current
investments is that a relatively high percentage of
German respondents (31%) are investing in software
customization/interoperability improvements. However,
in the next five years, many BIM users in the UK (36%)
expect their company to invest in software that supports
BIM, and many US respondents (34%) report that their
company expects to invest in new/upgraded hardware,
far more than those in the UK (14%) or France (21%).
■■By Project Type: 31% of those doing rail/mass transit
projects believe that software that supports BIM will
be a top investment in the next five years, compared
with 21% doing tunnels, 24% doing bridges and 25%
doing roads.

By Role and Size: More contractors are currently
investing in developing collaborative BIM processes
with external parties (25%) than engineers (16%), with
the investment largely driven by contracting firms
with 100 or more employees. However, that pattern
shifts in five years, with 28% of engineers ranking this
investment in their top three compared with 23% of
contractors. On the other hand, more contractors (23%)
plan to invest in strategic BIM program deployment in
five years than do engineers (15%). These differences
may be directly related to the wider implementation of
BIM currently by contractors and the high expectations
of expanding BIM implementation in the near future
among engineers (see page 10).
■■By Project Type: More respondents working on bridges
(30%) and aviation projects (36%) are planning to
prioritize investments in developing collaborative BIM
processes with external parties than those doing roads
(25%), rail/mass transit (23%) or tunnels (24%).
■■

Processes and Collaboration

Marketing

Several of the top investments currently involve
processes that enhance the use of BIM and encourage
collaboration. Currently 25% of respondents report
that investments in developing internal collaborative
BIM workflows are among their top three, but within
five years, that shrinks to 20% and the focus shifts to
developing collaborative workflows with external parties,
which grows from 21% who prioritize it now to 25% in
the future. This may suggest the growing maturation of
BIM in the transportation infrastructure sector, as more
companies use BIM and the opportunities for more
external collaboration grows.
Another investment considered moderately important
both now (selected in the top three by 17%) and in five
years (selected in the top three by 19%) is the strategic
BIM program deployment. This is also evidence of firms
expecting greater implementation in the near future.
■■By Country: A higher percentage of German
respondents rank developing internal collaborative BIM
workflows as a top investment now (36%) and in the
next five years (31%) than in the other three countries,
which average 23%.

As BIM implementation grows in the infrastructure
sector, so too does the intention of users to invest in
marketing of their BIM capabilities. The percentage of
those who plan to prioritize this investment in the future
is 9 percentage points above those prioritizing it now, the
largest leap among the investments studied.
US respondents are most engaged with marketing
investments in the future, with 32% seeing this as a
top priority, and respondents in the UK are the least
interested, with only 16% ranking it in their top three.
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Other Investments
The three investments that attracted the fewest
respondents for their top three currently or in the
future are:
• BIM Certification With an Accreditation Agency
• Developing Custom Libraries of Content for BIM
• Implementing National BIM Standards
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BIM Goes Big: Modeling Glen Canyon Dam
Glen Canyon Dam
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PAGE, ARIZONA

Glen Canyon Dam
will serve as a
pilot project for the
benefit of creating
unified, intellligent
models of existing
assets to support
operational efforts.

A

t 710 feet high, with a
predicted useful life
between 700 and 1,000
years, and holding back
up to 26.2 million acre-feet of water,
Glen Canyon Dam, the secondtallest concrete-arch dam in the
United States, is no ordinary piece of
infrastructure. However, it will serve
as a pilot project at the Bureau of
Reclamation that will demonstrate
the advantages of BIM for existing
infrastructure assets.

Images Courtesy of Autodesk, Inc.

From Fragmented
to Integrated
Glen Canyon Dam, built across
the Colorado River near Page,
Arizona, was completed in 1964 to
help meet the water and electricity
needs of the West’s increasing
millions. Glen Canyon is one of
some 340 dams, 50 power plants
and other water infrastructure
constructed by Reclamation since
1902, each of which is described
by its own set of hundreds, if not
thousands, of drawings. To date,
some 10,000 drawings describe the
design, construction, operation and
maintenance of Glen Canyon alone.

“Each one of these drawings is just a
small piece of the whole,” says David
Winslow, a civil engineer with the
bureau’s Upper Colorado Regional
Office. “Important as they are, they
don’t provide a good understanding
of the breadth and depth of
this facility or the components
surrounding the ones a particular
drawing shows.”
Cooling system pipes, for example,
move both horizontally and vertically
through Glen Canyon’s power plant,
along with associated systems,
such as fire protection and potable
water. But each two-dimensional
drawing describes only one level and
one system: Understanding what
happens when a pipe moves up or
down a level requires locating it on
another drawing; and getting more
than a diagrammatic understanding
of relationships with associated
systems is even harder. The same
applies to the facility’s electrical
systems. And with both systems
needing regular replacement—
piping every 50 years, and electrical
systems every 10 to 15 years—
Reclamation is looking for ways to
improve the interface.

“This is not a building that’s going
to last for 50 or 100 years and then
be taken down,” says Winslow. “We
have to maintain it and show how
we’ve changed it over hundreds,
if not thousands, of years.” So in
2016, Reclamation initiated a study
in partnership with Autodesk, with
Winslow as principal investigator,
to determine whether a unified
intelligent model of Glen Canyon
Dam and power plant could foster
enhanced facility management.

Building the
Glen Canyon BIM
Although Reclamation has
experience with many of the
applications being used to build
the Glen Canyon model, the
combination of applications on a
facility at this scale is something
new. This project is intended to
serve as a proof of concept, and to
develop Reclamation’s expertise,
identify best practices, and establish
guidelines and procedures for
the completion of similar projects
throughout Reclamation facilities.
The data for building the BIM
model comes from multiple sources,
including a point cloud, laser
scanners and hundreds of photos. A
helicopter allowed them to capture
bird’s-eye video and stills of the dam,
power plant and surrounding area.
Inside the power plant, an unmanned
aerial system (UAS) was able to take
photos in the large, high spaces of
the main generating rooms from
perspectives that would not have
been possible any other way.
With scanning finished last fall, the
models are now under construction,
and two of four levels of the power
plant are complete. Recognizing that
not all user groups have the need or
CONTINUED
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Glen Canyon Dam

ability to interact with the full BIM
model, the project will generate
several different types of models to
support multiple user groups. “We’re
really looking at this to revolutionize
the way our crews here work on and
manage this facility,” says Winslow.

A Multi-Modal Model
One of the first design uses of the
model will be to keep out Quagga
mussels. An invasive species known
for clogging the intake filters of
pumping stations and power plants,
as well as for impacting biosystems,
Quagga mussels are now showing
up at Glen Canyon, necessitating
the addition of new screening
components. An integrated model
showing all of the facility’s systems
in three dimensions will help
engineers see more clearly where
they have room to push apart
existing components and insert the
additional screening.
Monitoring leaks is another
example of work the model is
expected to support from an
operations perspective. Like
any concrete structure, the dam
has developed cracks, and the
tremendous hydrostatic pressure on
the structure means water inevitably
seeps through them. This seepage
is designed for, collected, measured
and released downstream, with
trends and issues monitored and
mitigated as necessary. Tying all of
this information into the BIM model
will facilitate this work.
Maintenance staff will be able
to use information exported to a
desktop or tablet model that will
allow them to see through the
concrete to what is above or below
them, as well as to access user
manuals, operating instructions

and maintenance reports. Similarly,
security staff and emergency
responders will be able to use
information from the model to
anticipate where they need to go,
what types of conditions they’ll face
when they get there and how best to
prioritize their objectives.
A security-approved model will
enable Reclamation’s public affairs
department to support STEM
curricula in schools: to demonstrate
the operations and maintenance of a
dam for elementary school students,
or to provide college students with
the opportunity to actually get in and
use the model.
In the dam’s visitors center, a
version of the model may be used
to generate a fly-through of the
generator, demonstrating what is
inside and how it works—something
very few people could see otherwise.
It may even be possible for visitors
to don virtual reality headsets and
watch a generator turn the energy
from moving water into electricity.
For wider outreach, the model could
provide a virtual tour through the
dam, or a sneak peak of what’s in
it. “We work for the public,” says
Winslow. “The people have given us

Dodge Data & Analytics

the authority to build these facilities
and to manage them in the best way
that we can—so helping them to
understand what we do is important.”

Piloting Long-Term
Improvement
The Glen Canyon BIM model is
piloting a transformation that
Winslow hopes will benefit all
Reclamation’s regions, providing
design and construction personnel
with a better understanding of
how the design relates to other
systems and components; providing
facility management, security and
operations personnel with more
information from a single interface;
providing maintenance personnel
with increased access to updated
system information; and providing
public affairs personnel with the
ability to create images and video
presentations from the model to
educate the public. “It’s going to
be a long time into the future that
these facilities will be around
and can be useful to the nation,”
says Winslow. “We’re looking for
ways to manage them better, be
smarter and disseminate ideas
for improvement.” n

The model of
the dam can be
accessed on
a tablet to help
with operations
and maintenance.
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CIM for Lifecycle Asset Management
As Civil Integrated Management (CIM) gains traction in the
transportation sector, practitioners on CIM’s leading edge
are beginning to expand its application beyond design and
construction to include lifecycle asset management.

N

ot simply the adoption of
BIM into the horizontal
construction sector,
CIM encompasses “the
technology-enabled collection,
organization, managed accessibility
and use of accurate data and
information throughout the life
cycle of a transportation asset,”
according to a definition provided by
the Federal Highway Administration.
It integrates sensing and data
management tools as well as
modeling. The path to its adoption
is not fixed, but varies according to
each agency’s vision and current
state of practice.1 Regardless of
the path taken, however, “CIM
has a wired connection with asset
management,” says William Pratt, a
principal engineer with Connecticut’s
Department of Transportation.
“That’s what it’s about.”

Image Courtesy of Wisconsin DOT - SE Freeways, Lance Parve

A Programmatic
Approach
CIM-based asset management has the
potential to provide a cradle-to-cradle
approach where the asset information
required in each phase of project
delivery drives how asset data is
collected and used, leading to efficient
business plans and truly lean asset
management.That’s the vision of one
of the most advanced early adopters
of CIM for asset management, Utah
Department ofTransportation (UDOT),
which is evolving its asset data
collection program into the first fully
integrated asset management system
in the U.S.
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Models created for the construction of major projects now provide data for asset
management throughout the life of the asset.

UDOT takes a programmatic
approach, based on the belief
that “the basis of lifecycle asset
management is knowing what you
have,” says Stan Burns, UDOT’s
recently retired asset management
director, and now a CIM consultant,
“and believe it or not, DOTs do not
know what they have.” To remedy
that, UDOT let contracts to digitize
every visible feature within the rightof-way across 6,000 centerline miles
of state-owned roadways: every
sign, guard rail and intersection, the
width of every road, the location of
every pavement stripe. UDOT then
integrated this information into an
innovative data management system
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which the Department’s multiple
business units had previously
collaborated to develop. “Ultimately
we’re doing this because everybody
believes you can make better
decisions with data than without
data,” says Burns. “We want to get to
the point where it’s an authoritative,
single source of truth that’s updated
and current.”
CIM’s potential benefits
include cost and time savings,
improved information flow and
increased effectiveness of agency
professionals and service providers,
benefits that apply to lifecycle asset
management as well as to planning,
design and construction. In inventory
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reporting alone, for example,
UDOT’s newfound ability to examine
roadway features without leaving the
office is expected to generate laborrelated savings of about $200,000 a
year, a reduction of 84% compared
with performing the same work using
previous methods. The department’s
Highway Performance Monitoring
System reporting is expected to drop
from 3,300 hours to 700, producing
inventories of bike corridors to drop
from 300 hours to half an hour, and
producing billboard inventories and
measurement to drop from 90 days
to one day.
With the capacity of today’s
technologies to measure at highway
speeds the length, width and depth
of every crack in the pavement,
system planners face a significant
challenge in prioritizing what data
to warehouse and update. Broadly
speaking, suggests Burns, the
data that is worth collecting will
vary with both the value and the
importance of the asset. A bridge in
critical condition poses a higher risk
than pavement in critical condition;
pavement, as the network’s single
most valuable asset, warrants a close
watch; and delineators, cheap to fix
and easy to replace, may be scarcely
worth documenting at all. Looking
ahead, innovations such as tools for
sensing subsurface infrastructure
and vehicles that drive themselves
will present even more factors
to consider.

Just Do It
The sheer volume of decisions
can be daunting, warns Charles
Hixon, a senior project manager
at EDGE-Global Technology
Solutions. “Trying to solve every
aspect in advance slows down the
1

CONTINUED

implementation process,” he says.
“It’s an almost impossible task.”
Instead, Hixon references the history
of CAD: adopted in bits and pieces,
and perfected on the go. He also
sees project-specific BIM execution
plans as a useful precedent from
the vertical construction world, with
standards, guidelines, tools and
processes focused to the needs of
each project, and offering lessons to
carry forward to the next.
Wisconsin provides an example
of a DOT making headway with a
project-led approach. Wisconsin
DOT SE Freeways, an early adopter
of CIM for model-based planning,
design and construction, is looking
to update and reuse its projectgenerated models for maintenance
and asset management. Driven both
by the quantity of infrastructure now
reaching the end of its useful life and
by the instigation of a nationwide
effort to evaluate the status of
transportation facilities by MAP-21
(a highway funding act signed
into law in 2012), current levels of
reconstruction and resurfacing,
restoration and rehabilitation work
“require a project-by-project and
a more comprehensive approach
to data warehousing to generate
coverage that is both detailed and
broad,” says Lance Parve, a senior
project engineer and CIM coordinator
with WisDOT.
Using the major and mega projects
of the urban southeast section of
the state as an incubator, WisDOT
intends to mine data generated in its
design and construction models, as
well as existing data from multiple
disciplines, to create a pilot regional
GIS-based data warehouse with
links to statewide GIS databases. In
addition to prioritizing which data

to warehouse, Parve identifies the
most significant challenges, such
as keeping data up to date with
continual infrastructure changes,
and working around shortcomings in
the interoperability of CIM’s diverse
software and systems.
Beyond these technical challenges,
perhaps the most significant
obstacle to CIM for lifecycle asset
management is a cultural one: the
silo-based processes and work
habits that evolved before CIM’s level
of coordination was possible. Under
the new paradigm, information
stashed in someone’s spreadsheet
or file cabinet is virtually useless:
“If it’s not in the portal,” says Burns,
“it’s not data.” And yet, he adds, CIM
is not just a matter of the separate
divisions within a transportation
agency tossing their databases and
programs into a portal and expecting
it to supply useful answers. Divisions
likely have different base maps,
updated only as their particular
needs warrant, and may be out as
much as half a mile from each other.
Financial data bases may report by
calendar, state or federal fiscal year,
yielding three different answers to
a fiscal question. And if one division
is asked to update its base map
or jig its parameters to meet the
needs of another, questions about
the appropriate allocation of time,
money and other resources will
need resolution. At every level of the
endeavour, “in CIM,” notes Hixon,
“the “I” stands for “integration.” n

NCHRP Report 831: Civil Integrated Management (CIM) for Departments of Transportation provides an implementation framework and case studies for agencies mapping their transition to CIM.
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Perceived ROI on BIM
Currently, the construction industry does not have a
standard way to measure the return on investment (ROI)
of BIM. However, most who invest in using BIM are aware
of its benefits and costs, and therefore have an idea of
the degree to which they are seeing a positive return on
that investment. In all its BIM research, Dodge Data &
Analytics has asked BIM users about their perceived ROI,
and in this study, the question was asked of engineers and
contractors. In addition they were asked how frequently,
if ever, they formally measure ROI and for how long they
have been doing it (see page 40).
As a whole, nearly two thirds (65%) of the
survey respondents across all four countries report
experiencing a positive return on their investment in
BIM. This is a particularly positive finding given the fact
that nearly half (42%) have been using BIM for three years
or less (see page 11), and most BIM users find that longer
and more extensive use of BIM yields a better return.

Perceived ROI on BIM (According to Engineers
and Contractors Using BIM by Country)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Positive
Break-Even
Negative
Not Sure
US

24%
33%
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56%

5%

65%

15%
2%

Variation by Country
The chart at right shows how the perceived ROI varies
by country.
■■There is greater uncertainty in the US and UK about the
ROI they are experiencing from BIM than in Germany
or France. Fewer respondents from the US and UK
conduct formal measurements of BIM ROI than do those
in France or Germany, a likely cause of this uncertainty.
(See page 40)
■■When looking at all respondents, Germany has the
highest percentage (75%) experiencing a positive ROI,
and the US has the lowest (56%).
■■However, when those who are uncertain about ROI
are factored out, the remaining users in the UK report
an overwhelmingly positive response, with Germany
right behind. Among those who feel they can estimate
their BIM ROI, 97% in the UK report a positive return,
followed by 87% in Germany and 73% in France and
the US. One factor that is a likely influence on the
overwhelming positive response in the UK is its recent
BIM mandate. This has increased overall BIM use and
also standardized the level that the models are expected
to achieve. Generally, most BIM users experience a
higher value from BIM when the model is shared across
the project team and can enhance collaboration and
improve workflows.

UK

Germany

France

6%

2%

10%

14%
9%

17%
67%
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Those who believe that they experience a negative
ROI from BIM are low across all four countries, but a
relatively high percentage in the US (15%) and France
(17%) believe they are just breaking even. The study
findings show that BIM users in France have been using
BIM for a shorter time than the other countries (see page
11), and they are also earlier in the implementation scale
(see page 10), so the relatively high percentage still
just breaking even is not surprising. However, the US
responses are more surprising, given the fact that BIM
users in the US average the highest years of experience
and levels of implementation with BIM. The most likely
factor accounting for this is the high percentage of BIM
users in the US that do not formally measure their BIM
ROI, but more investigation is needed to confirm that
there are no other causes.

■■

Perceived ROI of 25% or More (According
to Engineers and Contractors Who Report a
Positive BIM ROI)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

48%
37%
25%

US

Degree of Positive ROI
Those who report a positive ROI from BIM were asked to
describe the degree of return that they experience. Nearly
half of all respondents (43%) believe they have an ROI of
25% or higher, a compelling case for BIM investment.
The chart at right represents the differences by
country in the percentage who state that their BIM ROI is
25% or more.
■■The UK not only has the highest percentage who
report experiencing a positive ROI, but also the
highest percentage of those achieving an ROI of 25%
or more. Again, the most likely reason for this is the
implementation of the BIM mandate, which has helped
to ensure that more project team members use BIM and
provided consistency in how BIM is used.
■■The lowest percentage of those reporting a 25% or
greater ROI are in the US. Again, this may be influenced
by low levels of formal measurement of BIM ROI in the
US, but the lack of a consistent BIM standard in the US
may also contribute to this finding.
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Formal Measurement of BIM ROI
Use of Formal Measurement
Engineers and contractors who use BIM were asked
whether they formally measure the ROI of their
investments in BIM, and if so, on what percentage of
their projects. Overall, 74% report that they do formally
measure BIM ROI, and measurement occurs on average
on about one third (34%) of their projects.
Among those who are not currently measuring ROI
on their projects, only 9% think it is likely their company
will begin measuring ROI in the next year and about one
quarter (27%) think that their company will probably
never measure BIM ROI. The lack of interest among those
not currently measuring suggests that these figures are
unlikely to change in the near future among current BIM
users, but it is quite possible that as companies that are
currently not using BIM decide to adopt it because of its
reported benefits, they will be motivated to track their ROI
on that investment.
VARIATION BY COUNTRY IN USE
Nearly half of the US respondents (45%) report that
their company does not formally measure BIM or that
they do not know whether their company formally
measures BIM or not. This finding is in stark contrast to
the responses from Germany and France, where only
14% report that they do not measure or do not know
whether their company measures BIM ROI. It is also
consistent with previous international studies about BIM
for the building sector conducted by Dodge, in which
the US consistently performs much worse in formal
measurement than most other countries.
Since the US has one of the longest histories of
BIM use, it is possible that US BIM users believe that
the benefits of BIM are well understood, so formal
measurement is unnecessary. However, the findings on
the perceived ROI of BIM (see page 38) suggest that US
BIM users may be underestimating the value they achieve
from BIM because of the lack of formal measurement.
The UK also lags notably behind France and Germany,
with nearly one third (32%) reporting that they do not
formally measure BIM. The fact that BIM is mandated on
all government projects may reduce the need to quantify
the value of using it by companies in the UK.
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Percentage of Projects on Which ROI is
Formally Measured (According to Engineers
and Contractors Using BIM by Country)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

50% to 100%
25% to 49%
Less Than 25%
None/Not Sure

23%

28%

30%
19%
12%

24%

37%

35%

24%
26%

23%

14%

14%

France

Germany

14%

32%
45%
UK
US
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Formal Measurement of BIM ROI

CONTINUED

Years Measuring BIM ROI (According to
Engineers and Contractors by Country)

VARIATION BY ROLE IN USE
Engineers are doing more formal measurement of
BIM ROI than contractors currently, with 18% of
contractors reporting that they do not conduct formal
ROI measurement compared with 8% of engineers.
However, if they are measuring, engineers and
contractors are doing so on roughly the same average
percentage of projects.

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

More Than 2 Years
1 to 2 Years
Less Than 1 Year

VARIATION BY COUNTRY IN FREQUENCY
Not only do fewer engineers and contractors in the US
formally measure their ROI, but a much higher share of
them only measure BIM ROI on less than a quarter of the
projects than do their European counterparts.
In contrast, among those who are formally measuring
BIM ROI in the UK, the majority is doing so on 50% of
their projects or more, the highest level of all four
countries when only considering those who conduct
formal measurements.
In both Germany and France, the highest percentage
conduct BIM ROI measurements on between one quarter
and one half of their projects.

33%

35%

40%

34%
55%

52%

52%

33%

Years Measuring BIM ROI
Most companies measuring BIM ROI have been doing so
for more than one year, and a healthy percentage of those
have been doing it for more than two years. Surprisingly,
the US leads the rest in terms of those who have only
been measuring by less than a year, with more than twice
the percentage in that category. It is possible that this
represents growing awareness in the US of the value of
measuring the financial benefits that they gain from BIM.

Dodge Data & Analytics

30%

41

US

15%

13%

UK

France

8%
Germany

3_05_BIM Infrastructure_InvestROI
_YearsMeasuringROI_#01
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Cory Dippold, PE, Vice President,
Digital Delivery Services, Mott MacDonald
Since joining Mott MacDonald, Cory Dippold has worked as a
lead design engineer, project manager and applied technology
professional on a wide variety of infrastructure projects, including
industrial facilities, water and wastewater treatment plants, pump
stations, solid waste facilities, subsurface infrastructure and tunnels.
What are the biggest changes
that have occurred in the use
of BIM for infrastructure in the
last five years?
DIPPOLD: Five years ago, we were
just starting to see the potential
of BIM for infrastructure. BIM for
infrastructure is fundamentally
different from BIM for buildings.
Where buildings are made from a
lot of very precise pieces that are
easily quantified in a computational
environment, BIM for infrastructure
is a lot softer. Existing grades, ground
elevations, existing conditions
information can be more ambiguous
and difficult to compute. In the last
five years, we’ve seen a huge leap
forward in the software that’s fit
for infrastructure. Key modeling
applications have become very
good at dealing with infrastructure
computations, understanding
ground control, being able to
compute complex infrastructure that
has a lot of bidirectional curvature
and that varies over the center line.
In 2012 and prior to that, applications
struggled to model that really well.
Another thing we are seeing in
terms of BIM for infrastructure is
technology that allows us to capture
very high quality existing conditions
information, whether it is surface or
subsurface information. Our ability to
de-risk a major infrastructure project
that could be in the millions of dollars
is dependent on our ability to capture
high-precision existing conditions
information, such as buildings, pipes,
roads, gutters, ground conditions
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and technical conditions. Our use
of current generation laser
scanning, photogrammetry and
reality capture techniques have
improved our ability to develop
good, very high quality linear and
data infrastructure models.
What impact have you seen
from BIM on project delivery
for transportation
infrastructure projects?
DIPPOLD: Project delivery is critically
dependent on our ability to manage
information. The data sets we deal
with are getting larger year by year.
Ages ago, you could measure your
digital project data in megabytes.
Then it became gigabytes of
information. Today a major
infrastructure job could have multiple
terabytes of information ... To
perform high-quality project delivery,
you have to manage that data in
different ways, which includes new
roles on projects. [You need to]
understand how that information
is related to other information in
complex ways. The sheer volume
and scale of information that we deal
with has to be managed differently.
We spend a lot of time focused
on the evolving nature of how we
manage complex infrastructure
information in a BIM environment so
that we handle it efficiently and in a
way that improves the overall project
delivery process. First, can we deliver
projects with less risk? And second
can we deliver projects with more
value to the owner? Improving the
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way we manage information, which
also extends beyond the modeled
environment, helps us deliver
projects more effectively.
What are the new roles that help
with information management?
DIPPOLD: Some of the new roles we
are seeing include data management
specialists who help manage the
volume of information. On some
projects, we have project platform
specialists who are focused on how
we use our platform applications
and how they are interrelated or
interconnected. Most of our major
infrastructure BIM works will
include BIM managers and/or BIM
coordinators. We are very intentional
and deliberate in our approach to
all that rich and valuable project
information. Traditionally, document
control had a fairly prescriptive set of
duties, whereas data management
today requires a much broader skill
set to be done effectively.
What are the biggest challenges
to wider use of BIM for
transportation infrastructure?
DIPPOLD: We are still risk averse as
an industry, especially here in the
United States, where engineers are
held personally accountable for their
design work product. Engineers tend
to align themselves to known work
methods. If they don’t understand
the technology, it is perceived as
a risk. The mind-set is still that
efficiency equals doing things as
close to the way we did them last
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time with improved processes,
instead of how far forward can we
envision a project delivery effort
that uses progressive technology
and how closely can we align this
particular effort to that vision.
What can be done to improve use
of BIM across the project team?
DIPPOLD: We have seen things go
well when very early in the project,
we have clearly described in plain
English what our expectations were
in terms of the approach. Partners on
projects can have varying degrees of
capabilities, and you can only move
as fast as the least capable team
member ... [To address that], one
thing we are doing is .. evaluating
partnerships and discussing
expectations at the teaming
agreement stage. We say, “This is
how we want to work: Will you be
capable of working with us in this
way? Do you have use capabilities
with this particular software?
Do you use these applications to
manage data? Will you commit to a
progressive technology and delivery
approach to the job?” [These issues
are] addressed at the contractual
level to ensure that our projects
partnerships will operate efficiently.
How much interest do you
see from clients in using BIM
data during the operational
phase of an asset?
DIPPOLD: It is varied but increasing.
I believe our clients are aware of
the value the information could
present ... Everybody lives in the age
of iPhones and ubiquitous access
to the internet and information.
Everybody understands the power of
information. And I think everybody
has bought into the idea, that when

done correctly, [BIM can offer value] in
terms of operations and maintenance
and lifecycle cost management.
I often caution that we tend to use
digital as a proxy for more efficient.
In some cases, we may provide
more value to the owner by using
a BIM approach to do work more
efficiently. In other cases, we may
use a BIM approach to develop a
more robust work product, meaning
more information that can be used
for downstream benefit. In other
cases, we might use a BIM approach
to perform work more safely ...
When you elect to use a BIM type of
approach, it now gives you a choice
of different value streams to pursue.
From that standpoint, we may not
always elect the fastest or most cost
effective way to the finish line, but
provide a more valuable handover
in terms of the information we are
providing. That is something that I
believe resonates strongly with many
of our owners and clients.

areas. [A.I. can support] being able
to effectively analyze more complex
multivariable equations, being able
to evaluate more design options,
with more inputs that yield better and
more predictable asset performance
... I am very focused on how A.I.
and generative design technology
are going to evolve—not only the
quality and technical opportunities
in what we do—but evolve the
commercial models, evolve our
industry standards, evolve virtually
everything that we do. n

What are your thoughts on the
future of BIM for infrastructure?
DIPPOLD: The next major shift in
technology, which is likely to be
the most impactful, disruptive and
compelling, is the potential for A.I.
[artificial intelligence]. I mean the full
spectrum of A.I.: everything from
cognitive computing to machine
learning. [I see major opportunities
for this technology] for the AEC
industry in terms of our ability to
perform more advanced analysis
faster than ever before and truly
arrive at optimized solutions by
automating our design workflows,
[and by] being able to capture the
value of the body of information
and data that is developed in the
project delivery effort for use in other
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Non-Users’ Attitudes Toward BIM
Non-Users’ Attitudes Toward BIM for
Transportation Infrastructure

At the beginning of the survey, a small share of the
respondents stated that they do not either create
models in BIM or work with models created by others.
Understanding the responses of the non-users is critical
to see the potential for BIM growth in the transportation
infrastructure market. However, the responses of
non-users are too few to conduct an analysis by country,
so they will be analyzed in aggregate.

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

20%

14%

Non-Users Attitudes Toward BIM
Respondents not using BIM for transportation
infrastructure were asked to select a sentence that
best describes their attitudes toward BIM. Three of the
options were positive, ranging from interest in exploring
BIM’s potential value to active evaluation of it. Two were
negative, including those who tried BIM but no longer use
it and those who are not interested in trying it.
The chart at right reveals that nearly two thirds (64%)
of those not currently using BIM has a positive attitude
about it, with 20% of total non-users in the process
of actively evaluating it. This suggests that continued
growth in BIM use in the transportation infrastructure
sector is likely.
Among non-users, engineers have a more positive
attitude about BIM than contractors. 36% of contractors
say that they are not interested in using BIM, nearly three
times the percentage of engineers (13%). In addition,
44% of engineers say that they are open to exploring the
potential of BIM, twice as many as contractors (22%).

Expected Importance of BIM in
Five Years

Positive Attitude
We Have Not Used It But Are Actively Evaluating It
We Have Not Used It And Believe It Will Be Valuable
But Have Not Begun Evaluating It
We Have Not Used It But Are Open to Exploring Its
Potential Value

30%

Negative Attitude
25%

We Have Not Used It And Have No Interest in Using It
We Have Used It But Decided Not to Use It Anymore

11%

4_02_BIM Inf_NU_Attitude (2)_03

Expected Importance of BIM for
Transportation Infrastructure in the Next
Five Years (According to All Non-Users)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

High/Very High Importance
Moderate Importance
Low/Very Low Importance

Another example of the generally positive attitude
about BIM among non-users is that the majority (71%)
expect BIM to be at least moderately important for
transportation infrastructure in the next five years. The
need to stay competitive may encourage those who feel
BIM will be important to consider using it.

29%

21%

50%

4_03_BIM Inf_NU_ExpectedImpBIM5Years_#02
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BIM Use for Infrastructure by Competitors
Respondents who said that they do not use BIM were
asked how frequently they think the companies that
compete with them for infrastructure projects are using
it. Believing that the competition is using BIM can be an
important driver in BIM adoption as companies try to
stay competitive.
Over half (57%) of the non-users believe that their
competitors are using BIM. However, nearly all of them
believe that even the competitors using BIM are using
it on less than 30% of their projects. In fact, the study
demonstrates that their competitors who use BIM are
doing so on average on nearly half (48%) of their projects,
and they expect that use to grow in the next few years
(see page 10).
This finding suggests that non-users may face greater
pressure in the near future due to competitor adoption of
BIM than they currently believe.

Frequency With Which Competitors Are
Using BIM (By Percentage of Projects According
to Non-Users)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

30% or More
15% to 29%
Less Than 15%
Not at All
4%

18%
43%
35%

Frequency of BIM Requests by Owners
4_04_BIM Inf_NU_CompetitorBIMUse_#02

Respondents who said that they do not use BIM
were asked how frequently current or prospective
clients request BIM on their projects. The chart at right
reveals the level of demand for BIM that they experience
from clients.
Most non-users (60%) report at least some level of
client demand for BIM. However, as with their perception
of BIM use by competitors, most report that this only
happens on a small percentage of their projects, on
average well below 30%. Those working in tunnels
experience the highest levels of client demand for
BIM, with nearly half (44%) reporting that owners are
requesting BIM on at least a moderate (15% or more)
percentage of projects.
Greater client demand could be an important driver for
wider BIM adoption in the transportation infrastructure
sector. As more owners become aware of the design and
construction phase benefits, and some begin to capitalize
on models for their asset management programs (see
pages 36 to 37), it is likely that owner demand for BIM use
will rise.

Frequency With Which Clients Request BIM
(By Percentage of Projects According to Non-Users)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

30% or More
15% to 29%
Less Than 15%
Not at All
3%

21%
40%
36%

4_05_BIM Inf_NU_ClientsRequestBIM_#01
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Reasons Why Companies Are Not Using BIM
Respondents who said that they do not use BIM were
asked to rate each of a list of 10 potential reasons on a
scale of one to five, from no influence to the greatest
influence. The chart at right represents the percentage
of non-users who rate each reason as high or very highly
influential (4 or 5 on the scale) in their decision, and the
one on the following page shows the top differences
between engineers and contractors in terms of the
influence of each of these reasons for not adopting BIM.

Reasons Why Companies Are Not Using BIM
(By Percentage of Non-Users Who Rate These
Reasons as Having a High/Very High Influence)

Client Demand

Processes Don't Apply Well
Enough to What We Do

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Not Enough Demand From Clients/
Other Organizations on Projects
42%
Software Is Too Expensive
37%

The biggest issue reported by non-users, rated as
highly influential by nearly half (42%), is that they do
not see enough demand from clients and/or other
organizations. This challenge is also evident when they
were asked about the percentage of projects on which
current or prospective clients ask for BIM (see page 45).
Client demand is typically a critical factor to help drive
BIM use, but other factors, such as the benefits accrued
from using BIM, can ultimately be equally important.
Interestingly, the 24 owners who participated in the study
and who have experienced BIM use on at least some of
their projects report that they request BIM on nearly half
(43%) of their projects. This demonstrates that as owners
become more familiar with BIM use in this sector, they are
more likely to widely implement it, which would produce
a tipping point for owner demand in the future.

Poor Interoperability
With Other Applications
29%
BIM Implementation Guidance
Is Unclear/Too Limited
28%
Required Hardware Upgrades
Are Too Expensive
27%
Software Is Difficult to Use
21%
Believes Current
Methods Are Better
20%

Software Challenges

Insufficient BIM
Training Available

Non-users also had several reasons for not using BIM
based on their perception of the software, but the degree
of influence varies among these reasons.

19%
Concerns About
Insurance/Liability

COST
A relatively high percentage (37%) believe the software
is too expensive. This is a much bigger concern among
non-users than hardware upgrades that may be needed
to utilize BIM. However, only two-thirds have either tried
the software or are actively evaluating it, so this could be
more of a perception issue than an actual evaluation of
costs versus benefits.
■■By Country: Non-users in France are notably less
influenced by the perception that the software is too
expensive than their peers in other countries, with only
13% rating this as highly influential in France, compared
with 35% in the US, 41% in Germany and 50% in the UK.
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35%

Dodge Data & Analytics

15%

4_06_BIM Inf_NU_ReasonsNotUsingBIM_#01
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By Role: While the number of owners not using BIM who
participated in the survey is very small, it is notable that
more than half of them consider the expense related
to the software a big issue, a much higher percentage
than the engineers (22%), but more closely on par with
the contractors (44%). Contractors (38%) are also more
concerned about the cost of upgrading hardware to
support the use of BIM than are engineers (16%).

■■

FUNCTIONALITY
The most important concerns about functionality
include that BIM processes don’t apply well enough to
what they do (considered highly influential by 35%) and
that it has poor interoperability with other applications
(highly influential for 29%). Less significant but still
notable is the percentage who are highly influenced by
the perception that the software is difficult to use (21%).
■■By Country: Nearly half (48%) of non-users in the US
believe that the processes don’t apply well enough to
what they do. In the UK, concern is greater about poor
interoperability with other applications (44%) than in the
other three countries.
■■By Role: A much higher percentage of contractors
are influenced by their perception that the software is
difficult to use (29%) than engineers (13%).

Other Reasons

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Engineers

Contractors

Not Enough Demand From Clients/
Other Organizations on Projects
61%
26%
Software Is Too Expensive
22%
44%
Required Hardware Upgrades
Are Too Expensive
16%
38%
Software Is Difficult to Use
13%
29%

4_07_BIM Inf_NU_ReasonsNotUsingBIMRole_#01

Lack of Effective BIM Implementation Guidance or
Training: A moderate percentage of non-users (28%)
believe that BIM implementation guidance is unclear or
too limited, but only 19% report being highly influenced
not to adopt because they believe that insufficient BIM
training is available to them.
■■Believe Current Methods Are Better: One of the more
positive signs of the potential for wider adoption of BIM
for transportation infrastructure is that only a relatively
low percentage (20%) report that they are resisting BIM
because of the notion that their current methods are
better. This finding, along with the non-user attitudes,
suggests that if some of the obstacles like concerns
about cost and interoperability could be overcome, the
majority of non-users may become more interested in
adopting BIM.
■■Concerns About Insurance/Liability: This is the least
influential reason provided in the survey.
■■

Dodge Data & Analytics

Reasons Why Companies Are Not Using BIM
(Top Differences Between Engineers and
Contractors by Percentage Rating Factors as
Having the Greatest Influence)
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Factors Delaying the Decision to Use BIM on
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Transportation Infrastructure Projects

As with the variety of industry factors that current users
say would improve their experience of value from BIM
(see pages 27-28), non-users also cite a number of factors
that they believe are contributing to their continued
non-adoption.
For this study, respondents who are not using BIM
were asked to select the top three factors that have the
most impact on delaying the use of BIM on transportation
infrastructure projects by their organization from a list of
11 possible factors.
The top factors most frequently selected as delaying
use of BIM echo the points of resistance noted in their top
reasons for not using BIM (see page 46):
■■Owners Are Not Asking for BIM: Findings across all
the non-user responses suggest that increasing owner
interest in BIM would be very influential in driving wider
BIM use.
■■Cost Required: Non-users are particularly concerned
about cost. This concern may need to be addressed
before many firms will truly consider using BIM.
■■Seems Less Efficient for Smaller Projects: Concerns that
the functionality does not directly align with the kind of
work done by the non-users is also an important factor.
Another highly ranked issue that aligns with the concern
about functionality is the lack of BIM capabilities in
currently available software.This is also likely related to
the concern about the lack of interoperability that was a
top reason for not adopting BIM.

Top Factors Delaying Decision to Use BIM on
Transportation Infrastructure Projects
(According to Non-Users)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Owners Are Not Asking for BIM
43%
Cost Required
31%
Seems Less Efficient for
Smaller Projects
30%
Training Time Required
22%
Lack of Internal
Understanding of BIM
21%
Lack of BIM
Capabilities In Currently
Available Software
20%

4_08_BIM Inf_NU_FactorsDelayingUse_#01

The factors that are least frequently ranked in the
top three by respondents include legal contracts not
adequately addressing BIM issues, unclear roles/change
in roles by participants due to BIM being introduced on a
project, and lack of BIM certification programs.
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The Decision to Adopt BIM if They Could be Proven

The findings have demonstrated that much of the
resistance to BIM by non-users in the transportation
infrastructure sector is due to the perception of
insufficient owner demand and concerns about the cost
of the software (see pages 46 and 48). In some cases,
these concerns can be overcome if the company can
be convinced that BIM will offer project and business
benefits, but knowing which benefits to prioritize is
critical. To identify this, non-users were asked to select
up to three benefits from a list of 15 that they think would
have the most influence on their organization’s decision
to adopt BIM on transportation infrastructure projects in
the future, if their ability to achieve that benefit by using
BIM could be demonstrated.
The chart at right shows their responses, which
demonstrate that no single benefit is the most critical
driver for BIM adoption. Instead, the findings reveal that
several benefits could be important, and, encouragingly,
they include many benefits which Dodge Data &
Analytics research shows are frequently experienced by
BIM users (see pages 17 to 19).
■■Improved project performance is most influential.
Demonstrating that BIM helps to reduce construction
costs and schedules on projects and to produce
more accurate construction documents is critical to
encouraging wider adoption. Less influential but still
important to a relatively high percentage is the ability to
demonstrate that use of BIM reduces the number of and
need for RFIs and change orders
• Owners are very concerned with reducing construction
cost and schedule. Two thirds select this among their
top three most influential benefits, compared with 29%
of contractors and 19% of engineers.
• More respondents from the US would be influenced to
consider BIM due to its ability to produce more accurate
construction documents, with 43% selecting this
benefit among their top three, compared with 12% in
the UK, and 18% in France and Germany.
■■Process improvements would also be important to
many non-users. The most influential is the opportunity
to spend less time producing documents, more time
designing, a commonly reported benefit of BIM by
users. While ranked in the top three by fewer non-users,
the ability of BIM to improve project understanding by
all stakeholders is also of some importance. However,
at this point, parametric modification of designs and
increased ability to analyze the design scheme are not
highly prioritized process improvements.
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Top Benefits With Greatest Influence on
the Decision to Adopt BIM if They Could be
Proven (According to Non-Users)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Reduced Construction
Costs and Schedule
29%
Owners Demanding BIM on Projects
27%
More Accurate
Construction Documents
26%
Less Time Producing Documents,
More Time Designing
26%
Ability to Offer Services
21%
Improved Asset Data
Acquisition During
Design and Construction
20%
Improved Project
Understanding
by All Stakeholders
19%
Reduced Number
and Need for RFIs
and Change Orders
17%

4_09_BIM Inf_NU_FactorsInfluencingAdoption_#02

The ability to offer services is also influential, an
important finding given the high frequency with which
this benefit is experienced by users. More non-users
from Germany (41%) consider this a top benefit than in
the US (22%), UK (13%) or France (13%).

■■

The benefits of data handover for asset management,
improved standards compliance, improving sustainability
and an improved ability to do digital fabrication were the
least influential of the benefits included in the study.
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Le BIM crée de la valeur sur des projets ferroviaires
En janvier 2014, le Parlement européen a publié une directive pour
les États membres de l'Union européenne pour encourager - ou même
mandater - l'utilisation du BIM sur les projets financés par des fonds
publics, certains l’élargissent même à l'infrastructure ferroviaire.
Allemagne
En Allemagne, le Ministère fédéral des
Transports et de l'infrastructure numérique
a lancé une série de projets pilotes pour
tester le potentiel du BIM avec pour
objectif d’utiliser le BIM sur tous les
nouveaux projets d'ici 2020. Le premier
grand projet Deutsche Bahn à utiliser le
BIM est celui de la rénovation d'une ligne
ferroviaire de 180 km de Karlsruhe, en
Allemagne, à Bâle, en Suisse. Le projet
comprend un tunnel long de 4,3 km près
de Rastatt, en Allemagne. Heinz Ehrbar,
responsable de la gestion des grands
projets à la Deutsche Bahn, relate que la
décision a été prise de mettre en œuvre le
BIM sur le projet alors que la conception
était déjà en cours. Alors que les dessins
sont terminés sous le format traditionnel,
les modèles BIM du projet sont en cours
de création.
« Nous sommes très heureux car nous
pouvons comparer les deux solutions, »
dit-il. « Les experts scientifiques du
gouvernement observent ce que nous
faisons. Ils peuvent faire des études
comparatives et décider plus tard la
façon dont nous allons travailler avec des
modèles BIM. »
Heinz Ehrbar voit le potentiel de
nombreux avantages du projet grâce à
l'utilisation du BIM, tel que des dessins
de meilleure qualité, l’amélioration de la
détection d'interférences et une meilleure
visualisation de la communication avec les
intervenants et le public.
« Une chose importante pour ce projet
est l'acceptation par l'opinion publique, »
ajoute-t-il. « Les chemins de fer font du
bruit et ce n'est pas toujours beau. Les
gens veulent savoir ce à quoi ça ressemble
depuis leur fenêtre ou leur jardin. »
Heinz Ehrbar ajoute que les
imprécisions dans l'estimation et la
planification sont l'un des plus gros
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problèmes rencontrés pour les grands
projets ferroviaires, ce qu'il espère
résoudre avec le BIM 4D et 5D. « Nous
avons besoin de visibilité en ce qui
concerne les calendriers, » dit-il. « C'est
l'un des problèmes sur les grands projets.
Nous voulons améliorer les calendriers
et si la qualité de la planification est
meilleure, alors les coûts devraient être
plus stables qu'avec une approche de
conception conventionnelle. »
À long terme, Heinz Ehrbar s'attend
à ce que le BIM joue un rôle important
dans la gestion d'actifs. Dans le cadre de
cet effort, la Deutsche Bahn travaille sur
ses propres normes, ainsi que sur les
normes de l'industrie en parallèle avec
les compagnies ferroviaires dans d'autres
pays. Dans le cadre de son plan, Heinz
Ehrbar précise qu’il espère obtenir des
informations à partir des modèles BIM
utilisés conjointement avec les systèmes
de suivi de la maintenance des voies. « Si
nous pouvons mettre ces informations
en modèles BIM, alors nous pouvons
créer des programmes d'entretien plus
économiques, » dit-il.
Un autre élément essentiel de la
stratégie BIM de la Deutsche Bahn est
l'émergence de modèles de contrats plus
collaboratifs. Il note que nombre de ces
méthodes utilisées dans d'autres pays
ne sont pas autorisées en Allemagne.
« Il est tout à fait clair que l'objectif du
gouvernement fédéral est que, à la fin
2020, toutes les infrastructures soient
réalisées en BIM, » dit-il. « Mais ceci ne
fonctionne que lorsque nous avons les
modèles de contrat correspondants...
Avec un système classique, il peut y avoir
beaucoup de lutte. C'est une situation
très néfaste. Le BIM est l'une des grandes
occasions de créer une meilleure
situation. »
Heinz Ehrbar estime que les avantages
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financiers de l’utilisation du BIM pourraient
être significatifs. « En Allemagne, nous
investissons 7 à 8 milliards d'euros par an
dans les infrastructures ferroviaires, » dit-il.
« Disons que la moitié de ces projets sont
faits en BIM. Si le BIM fonctionne très bien
et que nous pouvons réduire le coût du
projet de 10 %, c'est 400 millions d’euros
par an. C'est un cas d'affaires très simple. »
En plus de trouver suffisamment de
concepteurs et d'entrepreneurs qui ont
des compétences en BIM, Heinz Ehrbar
précise que le plus grand défi que doit
relever la Deutsche Bahn est de faire
adopter le BIM par son propre personnel.
Heinz Ehrbar affirme que lorsque la
Deutsche Bahn a commencé sa mise en
œuvre du BIM en 2015, elle estimait que
80 % de ses besoins internes seraient
dans les domaines de la formation et de la
gestion du changement, tandis que 20 %
seraient en matériel et logiciel. « Qu'avonsnous fait au cours des deux dernières
années ? Nous avons investi 80 % dans du
matériel et des logiciels, et 20 % dans le
personnel, » dit-il. « Nous devons changer
cela immédiatement. »

France
En France, le BIM est également utilisé
pour des tronçons du projet Grand Paris
Express (GPE). Le projet de 24,7 milliards
d'euros prévoit la livraison de 200 km de
voies nouvelles pour le métro parisien et
sa banlieue, y compris 68 nouvelles
stations. Systra développe en BIM sur les
lignes qui lui sont attribuées. Eric Pruvost,
directeur du département des outils de
développement de la production chez
Systra, affirme que Systra développe en
BIM sur ses lignes alors même
que cette exigence n’était pas requise
initialement dans le contrat avec la Société
du Grand Paris. « Nous avons très tôt
décidé d’appliquer le BIM
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Encart : Le BIM pour le secteur ferroviaire

Le modèle BIM de l'une des stations pour le Grand Paris Express.
aux stations car nous étions convaincus
qu'il nous aiderait dans la gestion des
interfaces, en raison de la complexité des
stations, » dit-il. « Certaines d'entre elles
sont très profondes, jusqu'à 40 mètres.
Alors, nous avons choisi l'utilisation du
BIM pour assurer notre conception et les
multiples interfaces inhérentes. »
Se fondant sur ses premiers résultats,
Systra constate que le BIM s’est révélé
des plus bénéfiques dans la collaboration
entre les architectes et les ingénieurs
lors de la conception des stations. « La
gestion du changement dans la conception
est beaucoup plus facile à suivre », ditil, notant qu'un modèle structuré et
unique a été créé à partir des conceptions
architecturales, MEP et structurelles.
Le BIM a également contribué à
régler les problèmes d’insertion de ses
stations au paysage urbain et aux autres
infrastructures de la ville. « C'est un projet
très complexe avec de nombreuses
interfaces avec l'environnement urbain, »
dit-il. « Il y a beaucoup d’objectifs de

co-développement. Certaines lignes
traverseront des environnements très
denses. »
Au fil des projets qui se développent,
Eric Pruvost s'attend à voir d'autres
avantages, tels que l'amélioration de
la détection de conflits, de meilleures
estimations/avant-métrés et un meilleur
contrôle du calendrier. Il ajoute : « Le
questionnement pour nous est de savoir
comment gérer l'interface [entre les
différents acteurs et entre l'infrastructure
et les systèmes ferroviaires]. Le BIM
nous le permet. Si nous optons pour le
bon processus de collaboration, nous
bénéficierons d’une bonne amélioration. »
Eric Pruvost mentionne que certains
avantages sont plus prononcés pour
le domaine ferroviaire que pour des
projets de construction verticale, comme
la gestion de l'interface. « Nous avons
tout l'enchaînement - non seulement
en termes de géométrie, mais aussi en
termes de phasage, » dit-il. « Par exemple,
nous aurons à établir l'interface avec
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l'exploitation ferroviaire. » Il déclare que
Systra cherche à mettre en œuvre la
modélisation 4D (planning travaux associé
à la modélisation 3D des ouvrages) afin de
sécuriser les travaux de construction.
Systra continue d’utiliser le BIM sur
ses trois tronçons, assurant à la fois les
missions de conception et d’ingénierie.
À mesure que les projets évoluent vers
des phases de conception détaillée, il est
prévu que tous les travaux de génie civil
soient réalisés en BIM, pas seulement les
stations. « Le défi est d'être capable de
gérer l’importance du travail
d'ingénierie. » dit Eric Pruvost. Pour mener
à bien toutes les phases du projet, on se
doit d’adopter tous les outils et les bons
processus. »
Bien que Systra apporte une plus value
aux projets avec le BIM, Eric Pruvost
reconnaît qu'il y a encore des défis à
relever. « La difficulté pour le domaine
ferroviaire est le manque d'interopérabilité
des outils. » dit-il. « Nous ne sommes pas
à la même échelle qu'avec un bâtiment, où
vous pouvez tout faire avec le même outil ,
vous pouvez développer les métadonnées
et passer entièrement en BIM.
Pour l'infrastructure, nous n'avons pas de
standard généralisé, comme le format IFC.
Il y a beaucoup de logiciels qui ne sont pas
encore dotés de toutes les fonctionnalités,
ce qui complique la tâche dans
l'infrastructure ferroviaire.
Actuellement, on travaille pour que tous
les modèles soient fournis au client même
si leur utilisation possible dans la gestion
future des opérations ou des actifs est
encore une étape qui reste à élaborer.
Avec ce projet d’envergure, sur plusieurs
années, les outils et les compétences pour
maîtriser ces outils collaboratifs vont
indéniablement évoluer » conclut-il. n
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in France
Contractors see the strongest benefits from BIM in France. Even though
a higher percentage of French engineers use BIM, contractors have much
higher implementation levels, experience more benefits from BIM use and
are more frequently experiencing high ROI on their BIM investments.

BIM Usage
USE OF BIM
Engineers in France have a
much higher level of BIM use for
transportation infrastructure than
French contractors do. Not only is a

Use of BIM on
Transportation
Infrastructure (According
to Engineers and Contractors
Surveyed in France)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Authoring Models
Using and Analyzing Models
Created by Others
Not Using BIM

much higher percentage of engineers
(91%) using BIM in general compared
with contractors (72%), but more
engineers are also authoring models
(70%) than are contractors (51%).
This finding is consistent with the
fact that the respondents in France
average only 3.6 years using BIM,
relatively consistent with Germany
(3.8 years), but less than in the UK
(4.2 years) and significantly less
than in the US (4.7 years). In BIM
studies across the globe conducted
by Dodge Data & Analytics, design

Current and Expected
Future Levels of
High Implementation
(50% or More of Projects)
(According to Engineers and
Contractors in France)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Engineers

Contractors

66%

70%

66%
59%

51%
46%

21%

21%

9%
Engineers

28%

Contractors

Current
High Level
of BIM
Implementation

High Level
of BIM
Implementation
Expected in
2 Years

firms tend to lead adoption at the
beginning, but contractors eventually
surpass them as familiarity with BIM
grows and its benefits become clear.
BIM IMPLEMENTATION
In a reversal of the general use
of BIM trends in France, BIM
implementation levels are higher for
French contractors than engineers.
Not only are more contractors at a
high implementation level (use of
BIM on 50% or more of projects) than
engineers (see chart below), but on
average, engineers use BIM on 40%
of their projects, while contractors
use it on 51%.
Within two years, though, the
percentage of French engineers who
plan to implement BIM at a high
level leaps up 13 percentage points
from 46% to 59%. The percentage of
contractors implementing BIM at a
high level remains at 66%. However,
more contractors expect to move up
the implementation spectrum in the
next two years from a low level of
BIM implementation (less than 25%
of projects) to a moderate level (25%
to 49% of projects), which results in
the average percentage of projects
on which French contractors use BIM
increasing to 55%.
■■Variation by Project Type: Over two
thirds (68%) of those doing aviation
projects in France have a high level
of BIM implementation on projects,
compared with roughly half doing
other types of transportation
projects (54% doing roads, 53%
doing bridges, 48% doing rail/mass
transit and 48% doing tunnels).
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BIM Benefits
Most (89%) French BIM users receive
some benefit using BIM, but on
average, they think they experience
only a third of what BIM has to offer.
The top three business benefits
reported by BIM users in France, all
rated highly by more than 50%, are:
• Improved Ability to Show Younger
Staff How Projects Go Together
• Offering Services
• Less Time Documenting/More
Time Designing
Benefits are not experienced equally
between engineers and contractors.
Contractors more frequently rate
four benefits at a high level, as the
chart below reveals. This may be in

Business Benefits With
Greatest Differential
Between Engineers and
Contractor Responses
(All French BIM Users
Experiencing High/Very High
Level of Benefit Due to BIM)

getting a positive ROI from BIM, and
one third (33%) believe that their ROI
is 25% or more.
Not surprisingly, given their
experience of BIM benefits, many
more contractors (55%) report that
they experience an ROI of 25% or
more than do engineers (21%).

BIM Investments

Non-User Trends

The top three investments French
BIM users intend to make to improve
the value of BIM are developing
collaborative BIM processes with
external parties, increased marketing
of BIM capabilities and strategic
BIM deployment.

The findings from 17 respondents
who do not use BIM reveal
challenges to BIM adoption and
the key benefit that must be
demonstrated to increase adoption.
• Less than half (47%) of current
non-users have a positive attitude
about BIM.
• Most (88%) believe that their
competitors are not using BIM on
many projects.
• Non-users say proving that BIM
provides improved asset data
acquisition during design and
construction would encourage
them to adopt.

BIM ROI
Overall, about two thirds (67%) of
French respondents believe they are

BIM Investments Considered
a Higher Priority in 5 Years
(According to French BIM Users)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

2022

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Engineers

part due to their wider use of BIM on
projects, since Dodge studies on BIM
consistently demonstrate that wider
BIM implementation is associated
with achieving more benefits.
Planned implementation increases
among engineers, thus, may help
them achieve more benefits.

Contractors

Experiencing ROI of 25% or
Greater on BIM (Percentage of
BIM Users in France)

2017

Developing Collaborative
BIM Processes
With External Parties

Less Time Documenting/
More Time Designing
51%
61%
Maintaining Business
With Past Clients

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

24%

Experiencing ROI of 25% or Greater on BIM

14%

55%

Marketing
Your BIM Capability
23%

41%
58%
Increased Profits

16%
Strategic BIM
Program Deployment

33%

21%

23%
48%

Recruiting and
Retention of Staff

17%
Implementing National
BIM Standards

31%

19%
52%
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in Germany
One of the most striking features of the use of BIM in Germany is the parity in
levels of implementation, benefits and ROI reported by engineers and contractors.
A high percentage of Germans also report that BIM provides them with benefits
that help them win work, suggesting a strong business case for BIM in Germany.
BIM Usage
USE OF BIM
Overall use of BIM is equally
distributed between engineers
and contractors in Germany.
Currently, engineers are authoring
models more than contractors
are, but the difference is only 5
percentage points, far smaller than

Use of BIM on
Transportation
Infrastructure (According
to Engineers and Contractors
Surveyed in Germany)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Authoring Models
Using and Analyzing Models
Created by Others
Not Using BIM

the difference in France (19 points),
the UK (13 points) or the US (11
points). This near parity is distinct
among the countries in this study,
and not typical of other BIM studies
conducted by Dodge globally.
BIM IMPLEMENTATION
As in France and the UK, more
contractors (55%) currently use BIM
on 50% or more of their projects in
Germany than do engineers (42%).
However, the gap in implementation

Current and Expected
Future Levels of
High Implementation
(According to Engineers and
Contractors in Germany)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Engineers

Contractors
61%

63%

55%

62%

12%

57%

42%

17%

26%

26%

Engineers

Contractors

Current
High Level
of BIM
Implementation

High Level
of BIM
Implementation
Expected in
2 Years

is again much smaller than it is in
France or the UK.
Engineers and contractors in
Germany expect their BIM use to
grow aggressively, with engineers
in particular expecting much higher
rates of BIM implementation than
they currently have. In fact, by
2019, nearly the same percentage
of German engineers (61%) and
contractors (63%) plan to implement
BIM on 50% or more of their projects.
BIM implementation in Germany
is also consistent across all types of
infrastructure projects.
These findings demonstrate a
more uniform market for BIM in
Germany than in other countries.

BIM Benefits
Most German respondents who
use BIM (88%) believe that they
receive some benefit from doing so.
However, over half (53%) do not think
that they are experiencing even one
quarter of the total benefit they could
be achieving from BIM.
German respondents agree that
they are able to find and win work
from using BIM, as is evidenced by
three out of the top four business
benefits that they experience at a
high level from their use of BIM:
• Maintaining Business With
Past Clients (70%)
• Improved Ability to Show
Younger Staff How Projects
Go Together (64%)
• Increased Win Rates (63%)
• Offering Services (63%)
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In fact, a higher percentage of
German respondents report
experiencing business benefits
from BIM than in the other
countries surveyed.
The experience of business
benefits between German engineers
and contractors is similar, except for
the following:
■■More engineers report BIM
helps younger staff improve
understanding and increases win
rates for new work.
■■More contractors find that BIM
use improves profits and reduces
claims/litigation.

BIM Investments
Currently, the highest percentage

Business Benefits With
Greatest Differential
Between Engineers and
Contractor Responses
(All German BIM Users
Experiencing High/Very High
Level of Benefit Due to BIM)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Engineers

Contractors

Increased Win Rates for Work
Because of BIM Capability

of German respondents (36%)
seeking to get more out of BIM on
their transportation infrastructure
projects are investing in developing
internal collaborative BIM
workflows. Germany leads the other
countries in the study in making
this a top priority. BIM training and
software are the other two major
areas of investment in Germany, with
at least one quarter selecting these
as priority investments.
By 2022, training will still be
a major area of investment, but
they expect a much higher level of
investment in other areas, such as
marketing their BIM capabilities and
getting new/upgraded hardware.

BIM ROI
Nearly all (89%) of German BIM users
believe that they are experiencing

BIM Investments Considered
a Higher Priority in 5 Years
(According to German BIM Users)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

2022

2017

Marketing
Your BIM Capability
28%

71%

20%

61%

Non-User Trends
Many German respondents who are
not currently using BIM recognize its
importance.
• More than half (54%) have a
positive attitude about BIM.
• Nearly three quarters (73%)
believe BIM will be at least
moderately important in the
transportation infrastructure
sector by 2022.
• The ability to offer BIM services
is the top benefit that, if proven,
would influence the decision to
adopt BIM by non-users. This
happens to be one of the top four
business benefits that BIM users
report achieving at a high level.
• The top concerns reported are
lack of client demand and
expensive software, but a
good business case could help
overcome these objections.

Experiencing ROI of 25% or
Greater on BIM (Percentage of
BIM Users in Germany)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

38%

Training on BIM

Improved Ability to
Show Younger Staff
How Projects Go Together

a positive ROI from BIM, with
engineers slightly more likely than
contractors to experience an ROI of
25% or more.

27%
68%

58%

31%

25%
New/Upgraded
Hardware

Increased Profits

25%
48%
58%

Fewer Claims/Litigation
42%
61%

13%
Strategic
BIM Program
Deployment
14%
11%
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in the UK
BIM implementation growth is particularly high in the UK, with a notable
percentage of contractors planning to use it on nearly all of their projects.

BIM Usage
USE OF BIM
UK engineers have a slightly
higher level of BIM use for
transportation infrastructure than
do contractors. Over two thirds
(67%) of UK engineers are authoring
models, compared with 54% of UK
contractors. Nearly one quarter
(20%) of contractors just use models

Use of BIM on
Transportation
Infrastructure (According
to Engineers and Contractors
Surveyed in the UK)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Authoring Models
Using and Analyzing Models
Created by Others
Not Using BIM

created by others, compared with
13% of engineers.
BIM IMPLEMENTATION
Despite the fact that they author
models less often than engineers, a
higher percentage of UK contractors
(69%) report that they use BIM on
50% or more of their projects than do
UK engineers (43%).
Just two years out, the picture gets
more complicated. By 2019, more
engineers (74%) than contractors
(65%) expect to implement BIM on
more than 50% of their projects.
However, nearly three quarters of the

Current and Expected
Future Levels of
High Implementation
(According to Engineers and
Contractors in the UK)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Engineers

69%

67%

Contractors
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20%
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Implementation

Contractors
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56

contractors in that group expect to
use BIM on nearly all (75% to 100%) of
their projects. In contrast, only about
one third of the engineers in that
group are expecting to use BIM at that
very high level.This results in a higher
average of BIM projects expected
for contractors (average of 62% of
projects) than for engineers (average
of 56% of projects).
Combined, these implementation
growth projections by both engineers
and contractors reveal a robust
forecast for UK BIM implementation.

BIM Benefits
Three quarters (75%) of respondents
using BIM in the UK receive some
benefit from its use. On average,
most think they are experiencing only
about a third of what BIM has to offer.
The top business benefits reported
by more than half of UK BIM users
focus on improving a company’s
basic capabilities:
• Establishing Consistent and
Repeatable Project Delivery
Processes (experienced at a high
level by 56%)
• Offering Services (experienced at
a high level by 54%)
Each of these top benefits is
reported nearly equally by
engineers and contractors,
but there are notable differences:
■■UK engineers are more likely to
experience increased win rates for
work and to be able to maintain
business with past clients.
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Contractors are more likely to
report that their younger staff
understand how projects go
together better due to working
in BIM.

■■

BIM Investments
The top investment priority for
UK BIM users is training on BIM,
selected by 40%, and an even higher
percentage (48%) identify it as a top
priority in the investments they plan
to make in the next five years.
Other investments that are
expected to become more important
among BIM users in the UK over
the next five years include software
that supports BIM and strategic BIM
deployment.
For the most part, the percentage
of engineers and contractors that

Business Benefits With
Greatest Differential
Between Engineers and
Contractor Responses
(All UK BIM Users Experiencing
High/Very High Level of Benefit
Due to BIM)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Engineers

Contractors

identify the potential investments as
priorities are similar, but there are a
few notable exceptions:
• More contractors (35%) intend to
invest in strategic BIM program
deployment in the next five years
than do engineers (17%).
• More engineers (25%) intend
to invest in developing internal
collaborative BIM workflows than
do contractors (8%).

BIM ROI
Overall, about two thirds (64%) of
UK respondents believe they are
getting a positive ROI from BIM.
However, nearly all of the remaining
one third are not sure about their BIM
ROI. When those who are not sure
are factored out of the equation, 48%
of BIM users report experiencing an
ROI of 25% or more. More engineers
(65%) report that high level of ROI
than do contractors (31%).

BIM Investments Considered
a Higher Priority in 5 Years
(According to All UK BIM Users)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

In Five Years

Increased Win Rates
for Work Because
of BIM Capability

Currently

Non-User Trends
Only 17 respondents from the UK
report no BIM use, but the findings
suggest the potential for ongoing
BIM adoption and also reveal that
perception about the prevalence
of BIM use for transportation
infrastructure needs to be changed.
• Nearly three quarters (71%) have
a positive attitude about BIM,
and over one third are actively
evaluating whether to adopt it.
• Over three quarters (77%) think
BIM will be of at least moderate
importance for transportation
infrastructure in the next five years.
• However, most (81%) believe that
their competitors are not using
BIM on many projects.
• Nearly half would be influenced
to adopt BIM if it could be
demonstrated to reduce
construction costs and schedules.
• Their top reasons for not using
BIM now are lack of client demand
and concerns about the expense
of adopting it.

Experiencing ROI of 25% or
Greater on BIM (Percentage of
BIM Users in the UK)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017
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in the United States
Comparisons with the Dodge study on the business value of BIM conducted
in 2011 reveal important trends in the use of BIM for infrastructure in
the US. The findings of the current study also suggest that US engineers
see greater benefit from BIM use than do US contractors.

In 2011, Dodge Data & Analytics
conducted a similar study on
the use of BIM for infrastructure.
Unlike the current study in 2017, the
respondents in 2011 were just from
the US, and engaged in multiple
types of infrastructure projects.
The highest percentage worked
on transportation infrastructure,
including 24% who worked on roads
and bridges, and 17% who worked
on other types of transportation
projects, such as aviation and rail.
Other categories of infrastructure
worked on by the 2011 respondents
included public parks, dams and
levees, energy and solid/hazardous
waste, but only one other category,
water/wastewater, exceeded 10% of
the total survey respondents.
Although the comparison is not
exact due to the wider range of
infrastructure projects in the 2011
study, there are still valuable trends
that can be gleaned from comparison
of the findings in 2011 to the current
study in terms of the use of BIM for
infrastructure in the US. There are
also some important differences
between engineer and contractor
responses in the current study that
contrast sharply with the findings in
France, Germany and the UK.

BIM Usage
USE OF BIM
■■Comparison With 2011 Findings:
The use of BIM has increased
dramatically among study
respondents between 2011 and

SmartMarket Report

Use of BIM on Infrastructure
Projects (By All US Respondents
Surveyed in 2011 and by
All Respondents Surveyed
for Transportation Infrastructure
in 2017)

Use of BIM on Transportation
Infrastructure Projects in
2017 (According to US-Based
Engineers and Contractors
Surveyed)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Authoring Models
Using and Analyzing Models
Created by Others
Not Using BIM

Authoring Models
Using and Analyzing Models
Created by Others
Not Using BIM

52%
55%
62%

38%
27%
21%

9%

7%

29%

24%

55%

Contractors
2017

Engineers

VariationInf_US_BIMUse2_#02
by Role: Even though
6_02_BIM
more engineers are authoring
models, more contractors are
using BIM for transportation
infrastructure. However, the
difference is relatively slight, with
overall rates of use relatively high.

■■

2011

2017. In 2011, 55% were not using
BIM at all. In contrast, by 2017, 55%
are now authoring models, and
6_01_BIM
Inf_US_BIMUse1_#02
over three
quarters (76%) are using
BIM in some fashion.
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Current and Expected
Future Levels of High
Implementation (According to
US Respondents in 2011 and 2017)

Current and Expected Future
Levels of High Implementation
(According to Engineers and
Contractors in the US in 2017)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Engineers

Current High Level of Implementation
Expect to Have High Level of
Implementation in 2 Years

Contractors
72%
66%

67%
55%

56%

57%

54%

32%

with just 29% using BIM on their
projects currently compared with
nearly half of the respondents
doing bridges (51%), rail/mass
transit (47%), tunnels (50%) or
aviation (56%). However, by 2019,
many of the respondents who do
road projects (59%) expect to hit
that higher level of implementation,
narrowing the gap between
them and the percentage of
those who work on other types of
transportation infrastructure and
implement BIM at a high level,
which ranges between 61%
and 70%.

BIM Benefits
Comparison With 2011 Findings:
Six business benefits are reported
by a higher percentage of US BIM
users in 2017, compared with those
in 2011. These include benefits that
yield direct financial gains such as
maintaining repeat business with
past clients and increased profits.
These findings suggest that higher
implementation levels and greater
experience allow US respondents
in 2017 to better reap the benefits
offered by BIM than those in 2011.
■■Variation by Role: While most
business benefits are experienced
by roughly equivalent percentages
of engineers and contractors, there
are three benefits that engineers
experience more frequently at a
high level. Two of them, increased
win rates and increased profits,
have a clear connection to a
company’s bottom line. The third,
improved recruiting and retention
of staff, is particularly relevant in
the current US market, where many
design and construction companies
report that finding skilled workers is
a significant challenge.
■■

2011

Current
High Level
of BIM
Implementation

2017

6_03_BIM Inf
_US_BIMImplementation1_#01
BIM
IMPLEMENTATION
■■Comparison With 2011 Findings:
While less than one third of
the respondents in 2011 (32%)
reported implementing BIM
at a high level (using it on 50%
or more of their infrastructure
projects), more than half (57%)
of respondents in 2017 are doing
so, a dramatic growth in the level
of BIM implementation in the US
in the last six years. However,
it is notable that BIM users also
expected a dramatic growth in their
level of implementation in the near
future in 2011, but that the level of
growth anticipated to 2017 is more
moderate. This suggests that BIM
use for infrastructure is maturing in
the US.

High Level
of BIM
Implementation
Expected in
2 Years

Variation by Role: The current
percentage
6_04_BIM
Inf of users implementing
_US_BIMImplementation2_#02
BIM at a high level (50% or
more of projects) is nearly
consistent between engineers
and contractors, but a higher
percentage of engineers expect
to be implementing BIM at a high
level by 2019 than do contractors.
This shift from close parity to
heavier BIM use by engineers is
very different from the patterns
of implementation in France,
Germany and the UK, where the
shift is toward more parity in two
years than exists currently between
these two groups.
■■Variation by Project Type: Those
doing roads have a notably lower
level of implementation currently,
■■
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CONTINUED

Business Benefits of
BIM Experienced at a
High/Very High Level
(US Respondents in 2011
and 2017)

Business Benefits With
Greatest Differential
Between Engineers and
Contractor Responses
in 2017 (All US BIM Users
Experiencing High/Very High
Level of Benefit Due to BIM)

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

2017

2011

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Improved Ability to Show
Younger Staff How
Projects Go Together

Engineers

Contractors

Increased Win Rates for Work
Because of BIM Capability

57%
36%

60%

Offering New Services*

35%
51%

Recruiting and
Retention of Staff

40%

52%

Maintaining Repeat
Business With Past Clients

29%

45%

Increased Profits

39%

44%
25%

Fewer Claims/Litigation
39%
24%
Recruiting and
Retention of Staff

6_06_BIM Inf_US_BusinessBens2_#01
37%

24%
Increased Profits
31%
21%
*Just Offering Services in 2017

6_05_BIM Inf_US_BusinessBens1_#01
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BIM Investments
The percentage of US respondents
who prioritize investing in training
on BIM to increase the value they
get from BIM on transportation
infrastructure projects has grown
dramatically since 2011 and is still
expected to grow by 2022. This is
the only benefit that sees continued
growth across that time span.
The prioritization of new and
upgraded hardware investments,
on the other hand, has fluctuated,
with 34% considering it a top
investment in 2011 and 2022, but
only 18% who consider it a priority
in 2017. In contrast, the percentage
of US respondents who expect their
company to prioritize investments in
software that supports BIM has seen
a steady decline.
One investment not included
on the chart that is expecting to
see significant growth among US
respondents between 2017 and
2022 is developing collaborative BIM
processes with external parties. In
the 2011 study, no distinction was
made between internal and external
collaborative BIM processes, so the
responses are not comparable.
The decline in early stage, tactical
types of investments required to
initially launch BIM in an organization,
combined with an increasing focus
on developing strategic processes
that enhance more sophisticated BIM
usage are additional indications that
the US BIM market for infrastructure
is maturing.
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CONTINUED

High Priority BIM
Investments (Percentage
of US Engineers, Contractors
and Owners Prioritizing These
Investments in 2012 and 2017
and Those Expecting to Prioritize
Them in 2022)

Experiencing ROI of 25%
or Greater on BIM in 2017
(Percentage of BIM Users in
the US)
Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

43%

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2017

Expected in 2022

2017

2011

Training on BIM
43%

14%

41%
29%
New/Upgraded Hardware
34%

Engineers

Contractors

18%
34%
Software That
Supports BIM

6_08_BIM Inf_US_BIMROI_#01

24%
28%
36%
Marketing Your
BIM Capability
32%
20%
39%
Software Customization/
Interoperability Solutions
23%
20%
30%
Developing Custom
Libraries of
Content for BIM
16%
14%

BIM ROI
Interestingly, despite the fact
that so many more benefits are
experienced at a high level in 2017 by
US BIM users compared with 2011,
their perceived ROI is nearly the
same, with 70% believing that they
experience an ROI of 25% or more
in 2011 and 73% reporting that high
level of ROI in 2017.
There is, however, a sharp
difference in the perceived ROI
of engineers compared with
contractors in the current study,
with more than three times
the percentage of engineers
reporting an ROI of 25% or more
than contractors.

Non-User Trends
While US respondents who do not
use BIM are generally positively
disposed to it, there are also
headwinds to greater adoption,
including a perceived lack of
competitive pressure and client
demand. In addition, many are
skeptical that BIM applies well
enough to what they do.
• Over three quarters (77%) of US
non-users have a positive attitude
about BIM.
• 70% also believe that BIM will be
of at least moderate importance in
transportation infrastructure in the
next five years.
• However, the non-users are
not feeling much competitive
pressure, with 83% believing that
BIM is used on very few projects
by their competitors.
• Between 40% and 50% of US
non-users consider four reasons
highly influential in their decision
not to use BIM: insufficient
demand from clients/other
organizations, the processes don’t
apply well enough to what they
do, BIM implementation guidance
is unclear or too limited, and the
software is too expensive.
• Over 40% say that the benefits
of reduced construction costs
and schedule, more accurate
construction documents, and
reduced number and need for
RFIs and change orders would
positively influence their decision
to adopt BIM in the future, if they
could be demonstrated.

30%

6_07_BIM Inf_US_BIMInvest_#02
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Interview:Thought Leader
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Professor Tim Broyd, BSc, PhD, CEng, FREng, FICE,
FRSA President, Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE), UK
Tim Broyd is a Fellow of the ICE, the Royal Academy of
Engineering and the Royal Society of Arts, Manufactures
and Commerce. He is Director of the UCL Institute
for Digital Innovation in the Built Environment.

What is the biggest change you
have seen in the use of BIM for
transportation infrastructure in
the last five years?
BROYD: In May 2011, the British
government issued a new
construction strategy... [including]
a statement that the government
would require procurement of
buildings and infrastructure to be
undertaken within a Level 2 BIM
environment within five years. Over
that five-year period, processes were
put in place to ensure that [those
procuring construction projects]
would be in a position to procure
using BIM techniques by April 2016,
and that included both reprocessing
of procurement techniques and
significant education of the central
government procurers, as well as
a lot of work with the supply side
to ensure that both customer and
supplier of construction services
were up to the mark.
What impact has that
mandate and BIM in general
had on project delivery for
transportation infrastructure?
BROYD: In a very narrow sense,
government financial records show
that for procurement using BIM
techniques—actually, it’s not just
BIM but lean and agile techniques
as well—the general outcome is
that procurement costs have been
reduced by about 20%.
I should be absolutely clear
that BIM is not just “software”
as far as I am concerned. It is a
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software-enabled set of processes
coupled with new behavior
mechanisms. To do BIM, the main
stakeholders of a project come
together at a much earlier stage than
is traditionally the case. There’s a
smoother information flow that both
speeds up the processes and reduces
the cost.
What are the biggest challenges
to wider use of BIM for
transportation infrastructure?
BROYD: Standards. A general
understanding of what BIM is
and can do. I think the supply side
[understands], but customers don’t
take well to having the supply side
suggest ways of doing things that
might be better. There’s too much
of a lack of trust at times....The big
need in all this is the use of case
studies to educate people. I’m not
saying the customer is completely
responsible, but they do have
a responsibility. It’s they who
determine which contract will
be used, which things will
be undertaken. If they don’t [call
the shots in regard to BIM], it’s
much harder.
What impact do you think
BIM has on team coordination
and what can be done to make it
even more effective?
BROYD: Customers need to have
a permanent idea of what they
want to procure. In BIM, this comes
down to them having a detailed
set of EIR (Employee Information
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Requirements) set out before they
go to BIM, so that people actually
know what is being asked of them.
The second thing is to ensure that
work is being done in a common data
environment ... Then the contracted
parties need to have a really good
BIM execution plan. They need to
work out what level of detail (LOD),
etc. That needs to be determined
right at the beginning because
otherwise, it is potentially the cause
of a lot of misunderstandings as the
work is undertaken.
How do you see owners
using BIM for operations and
asset management?
BROYD: We are just coming into that
in the UK. [Provides the example of
the Crossrail project]. Crossrail is a
new piece of infrastructure, but it
fits within infrastructure of various
ages. It is not enough then to get
the operational asset management
sorted through BIM. You have to
make sure as far as you can that the
asset management procedures and
processes are as similar as possible
with the surrounding mature
infrastructure assets.
What are your thoughts
on the future of BIM?
BROYD: If used properly,
we can extend the work that’s
being done on construction
through asset management into
getting a much better handle
on real time performance of
transportation infrastructure. n
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Daniel Philbrick, Director of Product Development
for Infrastructure, Autodesk, Inc.
Daniel is responsible for product strategy and development
of InfraWorks and Autodesk® Civil 3D. Daniel has
presented at Autodesk University many times and enjoys
sharing his product insights with the user community.

What changes have you seen in
BIM for infrastructure in the last
five years?
PHILBRICK: In the past, people
associated BIM with buildings, but
... [the past five years has led to]
the convergence of horizontal and
vertical BIM.
Another change is that reality
capture (laser scanning, collecting
data via drones or mobile devices) is
becoming much more mainstream.
Sensors are coming down in price,
and there is demand for the software
to be able to leverage this.
I also see a convergence between
BIM and GIS. If we are in master
planning and we want to start
design, we want to leverage GIS
information in the design process.
And conversely, we want to be able
to leverage that information in the
asset management process.
The other change in the last five
years is that the industry is moving
away from on-premise solutions to
a cloud environment, which enables
collaboration and can solve some
project delivery challenges and really
change the industry.

and the work they are doing to
establish submittal mandates around
BIM processes. The establishment of
the mandates and vendor-to-vendor
agreements really improves the
overall project delivery process.

What is the impact of BIM
on project delivery for
transportation infrastructure?
PHILBRICK: There’s a growing
number of BIM mandates around the
world ... and this is changing how
projects get delivered through the
supply chain. Autodesk is actively
involved in some of these initiatives,
like BuildingSMART, for example,

What is the next phase for BIM to
help support team coordination
on infrastructure projects?
PHILBRICK: We believe the next era
is coordination through a connected
BIM process. How can we bring the
cloud in and enable a higher level of
coordination and collaboration? [We
are pursuing] moving infrastructure
data to the cloud and having a

What are the biggest challenges
to the wider use of BIM for
transportation infrastructure?
PHILBRICK: A traditional workflow
often requires paper deliverables
or submittal documentation. These
become challenging because
information isn’t passed from one
part of the process to the next
and often has to be remodeled;
information is lost throughout the
process. We are seeing a change
when you have design build or PPP
[public private partnership] projects,
where there is more of an incentive to
optimize the process. I think the more
we see of these types of projects,
where we are optimizing from the
design through construction and
ultimately into asset management,
that is going to become the real
driver for widespread BIM adoption
in the industry.
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platform to expose all of this data to
project stakeholders, who could be
customers or the public, in the form
of very visual representations. All
stakeholders [such as consultants,
partners on the project and workers
in the field] can have access to the
appropriate information, enabled by
cloud infrastructure and technology.
How have you seen owners
use BIM in the operational
phase of the asset?
PHILBRICK: We are probably seeing
the most interest in leveraging the
model for operations in airports ...
We are also seeing cities that want
to model their assets and how the
city progresses over time. What is
interesting is that city models are
more of an aggregation of BIM and
GIS information. They are thinking
of a visual front end and [they
want to use data to] optimize how
cities operate.
What are your thoughts
about the future of BIM for
transportation infrastructure?
PHILBRICK: We are looking to lead
a transformation of this industry by
moving information to the cloud,
so it is readily available to all types
of consumers of that data, whether
for design or construction or
ultimately for asset management.
There’s a real opportunity to
transform the industry, not only
from design to construction, but
the entire work practice and project
delivery process. n
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Methodology:
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BIM for Transportation Infrastructure Study Research
This study was conducted online
between October 10, 2016 and
February 3, 2017 as a follow-up
to the study on the use of BIM for
infrastructure conducted by Dodge
Data & Analytics (DD&A) in 2011.
The current study differs from the
previous study in two ways:
■■The current study is focused solely
on the use of BIM in transportation
infrastructure. The 2011 study
included all types of infrastructure
rather than just transportation.
■■The current study includes
respondents from France,
Germany, the UK and the US.
The 2011 study only included
respondents from the US.

Respondent Profile
368 construction professionals
completed the online survey.
Respondents include professionals
working at design firms (planning,
engineering and architectural),
contractor firms and building
owners. Since 89% of the total
design firm respondents work for
engineering firms, throughout the
rest of this methodology and in all
the analysis in the report, that group
is referred to simply as engineers.
The margin of error based on a
95% confidence interval for the total
study is +/- 5.1%.
The following requirements
determined those who could
participate in the study:
■■Respondents were required to have
experience with transportation
infrastructure projects.
■■Their organizations’ projects had
to be primarily for roads, bridges,
tunnels, aviation, rail and mass
transit in at least one of the four
target countries.
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Owners had to use BIM on
at least some of their
organization’s transportation
infrastructure projects.

■■

COMPLETES BY TYPE AND
BY COUNTRY
■■France: 90 total completes
• Engineers: 43 completes
• Contractors: 43 completes
• Owners: 4 completes
■■Germany: 86 total completes
• Engineers: 44 completes
• Contractors: 42 completes
• There were no owner completes
in Germany
■■UK: 69 total completes
• Engineers: 31
• Contractors: 35
• Owners: 3
■■US: 123 total completes
• Engineers: 35
• Contractors: 62
• Owners: 26
All summary data includes
engineers, contractors and
owners. However, all comparisons
between countries in the report
only include engineers and
contractors to keep the data being
compared fully consistent.

Roads (66% of respondents)
Bridges (52%)
■■Rail or Mass Transit (46%)
■■Aviation (33%)
■■Tunnels (33%)
■■Other Transportation
infrastructure (17%)
■■
■■

SURVEY SAMPLE
Survey sample was drawn from the
following sources:
■■DD&A Architect and
Contractor Panels
■■DD&A Construction Database
■■Association Memberships/
Contacts
■■External Panels
Partnering associations or
organizations included: Autodesk,
Chartered Institute of Buildings
(CIOB), the Design-Build Institute
of America (DBIA), Institution
of Civil Engineers (ICE), and
Technical University Munich
Academic Supervision of BMVI
BIM Pilot Projects in Infrastructure /
Association IFC Rail & Road (TUM). n

COMPLETES BY TYPE
OF TRANSPORTATION
INFRASTRUCTURE
Respondents were asked to
select the types of transportation
infrastructure projects that they
work on. Respondents were allowed
to select all the categories that
apply. The analysis in the report
includes an examination of the
differences in the responses, but the
differences cannot be considered
statistically significant due to the
overlap by category.
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Resources
Organizations and websites that can help you get smarter about using
BIM for infrastructure and the value to be gained from its use.
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